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Candidates for Graduation

College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN URBAN PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY

Qian He
M.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 2017
B.E., Anhui Agricultural University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Resilient or Vulnerable? The Geography of Crime and Its Impact on Mental Health in Urban Communities
Supervising Professor: Jianling Li

Alfonso Riera
M.S., Troy State University, 1995
B.A., University of Toledo, 1987
Dissertation Title: The Post-Industrial Community of Lake Erie and its Challenges to Remain Relevant: A Case Study of Lorain, Ohio
Supervising Professor: Ivonne Audirac

Master’s Degrees

Department of Landscape Architecture

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Paul Spittle
Jodwin Q. Surio
Matthew Thornton
Peter Emanuel Wagner

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Kristen Acott
Ricqui Elaine Brager
Marvelous Echeng
Evan Garcia
Evelyn Corinne Mayo
Kathleen Stanford
Bhumika Sanjay Thakore

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Chanlor Kenyon Akins

Kathryn Elizabeth Benson
Susan Marie Birchmeier
Kristen Michelle Camarena
Juana Casas
William Alex Castillo
Kendall Chalk
Laura Elizabeth De La Vega
Michael Christopher Foster
Coco Noelle Good
Nathaniel Anthony Johnson
Liliana Ordonez
Anjelina K. Perez
Christel Barilett Petrinos
Daniel Richard Prendergast
Lauren Lexann Prieur
Manya Danielle Shorr
Megan Leslie Thomas
Jonathan Mark Tooley
Charles Jerel Triplett
Juliet Sadie Wallace
Lyndsey Mae Walton
William Thomas Wessel
Mattias Anders Wikstrom

School of Architecture

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Pitak Peter Asavesna
Parita Babu
Cirtalli Bailon
Tai Barber
Rachel Barrett
Alexis M. Chastain
Luis Daniel Cortes
Lea Arabel Urbizttono Cuillar
Rachel Deleery
Leila Shiri Ebrahimi
Melissa Ann Farrell
Cirtalli Guerra
Emily Haueisen
Connor Sage Hoke
Trevor Eli Jones
Omkar Kamar
Kaylee Lamb
Allison Louise Land
Bich Tuyen Lemai
Gilbert Livingston
Juan M. Lua
Olivia Faith Ludwick
Sindi Maledi
Sheyla Marquez
Jonathan Moebius
Alexandra Morales
Courtney Natonick
Cindy Hong Vo Nguyen

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

Reem Amr Abdelazem
Lama Abualjabin
Alex Acosta (M)
Tristan Alanis (M)
Gerardo Alonso Alvarez
Melisa Ayala
Nathan Hunter Bejil
Scott Daniel Bojanovski (S)
Elizabeth Anne Butler (C)
Ulysses Campoy (C)
Nathalie Cardenas (C)
Mikel Adonis Cardiel (C)
Bodie Joel Chisum (C)
Diana Vanessa Colmerras (C)
Marin Kerstin Cruz
Hunter Chase Dawson (C)
Kevin Anderson Delgado
Abenezer Fekadu Desalegn
Rafael Alexander Diaz (C)
Daniel A. Escobar
Victoria De Jesus Esparza (C)
Fauosto Alexander Figueroa Aguilar
Alfredo Gallegos (M)
Serge Gasana
Constanza Valentina Godoy
Amy Elena Gomez (C)
Parker Wesley Grandin (C)
Avery Alexandra Grandmason (M)
Jonathan Guzman
Raul Andres Hassenteufel Morales’
Adan Johnovan Hernandez Salazar (C)
Daniia Hodza (S)
Joseph B. Hoselton
Vanessa Huerta
Dahyeok Jang (C)
Jennifer Ann Jett

Candidates’ official statuses will be determined by final semester grades.
College of Business

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kimberly Michelle Bates
M.P.A., UT Arlington, 2002
B.B.A., UT Arlington, 2000
Dissertation Title: Earning Management in Response to Fair Treatment: The Roles of Organizational Identification and Moral Identity
Supervising Professor: James J. Lavelle

Xiaozhe Gu
M.S., University of North Carolina–Greensboro, 2015
B.S., Wake Forest University, 2013
Dissertation Title: The Timing of Insider Trading and Management Forecast Credibility
Supervising Professor: Nandu Nagarajan

Hsin-Yi Grace Liao
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S., National University of Kaohsiung, 2013
Dissertation Title: Not All Discounts Are Created Equal: Power Distance Belief and Locus-of-Discount in a Bundle
Supervising Professor: Narayanan Janakiraman

Amrita Tharappel Thomas
M.B.A., UT Dallas, 2012
M.S., UT Dallas, 2012
B.S., UT Dallas, 2008
Dissertation Title: Job Satisfaction Through the Lens of Turnover Intentions and Burnout for Academic Faculty
Supervising Professor: Edmund L. Prater

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Shiqing Cao
Chia-Ning Chang
Yu-Ning Chang
Yu-Chun Chang
Auston Lai Chen
Hongyu Chen
Nile Chen
Pey-Ling Chen
Piu-Tyng Chen
Shu-Chen Chen
Wei-Teing Chen
Yu-An Chen
Yu-Fang Chen
Chung-Kai Cheng
Zhuotong Cheng
Wei-Lun Chiang
Honggang Chong
Yuli Cui
Yi Deng
Weizhou Ding
Jing Dong
Xiao Dong

Hao Fang
Hui Fang
Gongqiang Gao
Xiaobin Gao
Jian Guan
Zhen Guo
Shuang Han
Xin Han
Lindong Hao
Penglei He
Rujia He
Guangdong Hou
Kai-Chung Hou
Wei-Liang Hsia
Szu-Min Hsieh
Junwu Hua
Chan-Wang Huang
Fen-Wei Huang
Hsiu-Ya Huang
Ming Huang
Yu-Hsuan Huang
Ji-Ling Hung
Qihong Jiang
Yang Jiang
Jian Jiao
Ting Jiao
Po-Hua Kao
Ting-Hsuan Kuo
Hsiao-Yi Lan
Jian Lan
Chia-Yi Lee
Pei-Pei Lee
Shao-Hui Lee
Yu-Lin Lee
Gang Lei
Ming Lei
Mingyuan Lei
Anran Li
Di Li
Hui Li
Jingxia Li
Junkai Li
Yaxing Li
Yuan Li
Yu-Hsia Liang
Chun-Ping Liao
Jia Liao
Li-Shu Liao
Chih-Hsiang Lin
Chongjie Lin
Huabin Lin
Shih-Chien Lin
Wan-Chia Lin
Yi-Chun Lin
Guicy Liu
Hsin-Wei Liu
Jen-Yi Liu
Lei Liu
Lihao Liu
Qian Liu
Shiyou Liu
Xianglin Liu
Xiaocheng Liu
Ziyan Liu
Heli Lu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERIOR DESIGN

Nicole Catherine Collodi (C)
Karina Jimenez
Amy Phoung Nguyen
Meghan Joyce Northcutt
Yvette Ramirez (M)
Valeria Rios Medrano
Judy J. Saripalli (C)
Jacquelyn D’Nise Swanson (C)
Emilee Jane Tutt (C)
Jennifer Umanzor
Esmeralda Vargas Galvan (S)

Hortence Keita (C)
Karla Paola Ledesma Cortes (C)
Alexis Ledesma Sanchez
Luis Antonio Leija (C)
Gaagav Manish Lunawat (S)
Sergio Josue Machado
Daniela Martinez
Jessica I. Martinez
Daniel Martinez Lara (C)
Gaurav Manish Lunawat (S)
Sergio Josue Machado
Daniella Martinez
Jessica I. Martinez
Daniel Martinez Lara (C)
Michael Anthony Masu
Christopher Mejia Olalde
Hannah N. Milner (M)
Javier Montelongo
Guadalupe Mora
Keely Elizabeth Morgan (S)
Tiffany Ngoc Nguyen
Robert Karl Oberreit (M)
Alfredo Pacheco (C)
Florent Pangni
Walter Perez
Alondra Ramirez (C)
Maria Rehmet (S)
Ramiro Rodriguez
Juan Rosa
Jesus Martin Rosas
Alfredo Sanchez
Vanessa Sandoval
Prashant Sapkota (M)
Ryan Thomas Scott
Jacqueline Suzanne Selvig (C)
Khushi Shah (M)
Alexia Simioni (C)
Stephanie Elizabeth Snell (C)
Bryan Thomas Stoller
Ren J. Supelana (C)
Dallal Anes Thibian (C)
Matthew Elias Tomlanovich
Nery Umana (M)
Alexis David Velazquez (C)
Edgardo Vital (C)
Brandon Minh-Quoc Vu (C)
Juan Daniel Yanez Artea

College of Business

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kimberly Michelle Bates
M.P.A., UT Arlington, 2002
B.B.A., UT Arlington, 2000
Dissertation Title: Earning Management in Response to Fair Treatment: The Roles of Organizational Identification and Moral Identity
Supervising Professor: James J. Lavelle

Xiaozhe Gu
M.S., University of North Carolina–Greensboro, 2015
B.S., Wake Forest University, 2013
Dissertation Title: The Timing of Insider Trading and Management Forecast Credibility
Supervising Professor: Nandu Nagarajan

Hsin-Yi Grace Liao
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S., National University of Kaohsiung, 2013
Dissertation Title: Not All Discounts Are Created Equal: Power Distance Belief and Locus-of-Discount in a Bundle
Supervising Professor: Narayanan Janakiraman

Amrita Tharappel Thomas
M.B.A., UT Dallas, 2012
M.S., UT Dallas, 2012
B.S., UT Dallas, 2008
Dissertation Title: Job Satisfaction Through the Lens of Turnover Intentions and Burnout for Academic Faculty
Supervising Professor: Edmund L. Prater

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Shiqing Cao
Chia-Ning Chang
Yu-Ning Chang
Yu-Chun Chang
Auston Lai Chen
Hongyu Chen
Nile Chen
Pey-Ling Chen
Piu-Tyng Chen
Shu-Chen Chen
Wei-Teing Chen
Yu-An Chen
Yu-Fang Chen
Chung-Kai Cheng
Zhuotong Cheng
Wei-Lun Chiang
Honggang Chong
Yuli Cui
Yi Deng
Weizhou Ding
Jing Dong
Xiao Dong

Hao Fang
Hui Fang
Gongqiang Gao
Xiaobin Gao
Jian Guan
Zhen Guo
Shuang Han
Xin Han
Lindong Hao
Penglei He
Rujia He
Guangdong Hou
Kai-Chung Hou
Wei-Liang Hsia
Szu-Min Hsieh
Junwu Hua
Chan-Wang Huang
Fen-Wei Huang
Hsiu-Ya Huang
Ming Huang
Yu-Hsuan Huang
Ji-Ling Hung
Qihong Jiang
Yang Jiang
Jian Jiao
Ting Jiao
Po-Hua Kao
Ting-Hsuan Kuo
Hsiao-Yi Lan
Jian Lan
Chia-Yi Lee
Pei-Pei Lee
Shao-Hui Lee
Yu-Lin Lee
Gang Lei
Ming Lei
Mingyuan Lei
Anran Li
Di Li
Hui Li
Jingxia Li
Junkai Li
Yaxing Li
Yuan Li
Yu-Hsia Liang
Chun-Ping Liao
Jia Liao
Li-Shu Liao
Chih-Hsiang Lin
Chongjie Lin
Huabin Lin
Shih-Chien Lin
Wan-Chia Lin
Yi-Chun Lin
Guicy Liu
Hsin-Wei Liu
Jen-Yi Liu
Lei Liu
Lihao Liu
Qian Liu
Shiyou Liu
Xianglin Liu
Xiaocheng Liu
Ziyan Liu
Heli Lu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERIOR DESIGN

Nicole Catherine Collodi (C)
Karina Jimenez
Amy Phoung Nguyen
Meghan Joyce Northcutt
Yvette Ramirez (M)
Valeria Rios Medrano
Judy J. Saripalli (C)
Jacquelyn D’Nise Swanson (C)
Emilee Jane Tutt (C)
Jennifer Umanzor
Esmeralda Vargas Galvan (S)
Xiaogang Lu
Bin Luo
Ruichao Meng
Dangke Mo
Fei Mo
Ming-Der Pan
Cheng Peng
Lei Peng
Wen-Sheng Peng
Jianqiang Qi
Shuyun Qi
Yicheng Qiu
Lianteng Qu
Pengu Shang
Yuxuan Shang
Daxin Shen
Yu Shen
Dong Shi
Pauline Shieh
Yu-Ting Shieh
Yau-Neng Shiu
Wei Song
Jian-Yi Su
Chunhe Sui
Qi Sun
Yafei Sun
Wei-Hao Tang
Yong Tang
Yucan Tian
Fu-Yu Tsai
Chang-Cheng Wai
Bingyang Wang
Bo Wang
Chuanjiang Wang
Chun-Ming Wang
Chunsheng Wang
Hongke Wang
Ke Wang
Lihua Wang
Li-Wei Wang
Tao Wang
Wei Wang
Yi Wang
Yulin Wang
Zhouyue Wang
Xian Wei
Guyue Wen
Libo Wen
Chengdong Wu
Jinjin Wu
Shin-Yun Wu
Chengjing Xu
Linu Xu
Qiming Xu
Zhe Xu
Zhidan Xu
Xiaoleng Xue
Peng Yan
Baohua Yang
Bo Yang
Ge Yang
Hsuan-Ying Yang
Jun-Hao Yang
Kang Yang
Ya-Lin Yang
Yanleng Yang
Min Yao
Wen Yao
Min-Hsien Yeh
Qian Yu
Tien-Pao Yu
Yaoele Yue
Bin Zhang
Boyang Zhang
Chao Zhang
Hui Zhang
Jia Zhang
Jian Zhang
Jie Zhang
Jugang Zhang
Kaitai Zhang
Tongguang Zhang
Xiaoyan Zhang
Xingke Zhang
Yilan Zhang
Yuehui Zhang
Chong Zhao
Wenhao Zhao
Xue Zhao
Yuheng Zhao
Bing Zhou
Hongbo Zhou
Jiachen Zhou
Xiaogang Zhu

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Sambriddhi Adhikary
Devi Rangalakshmi Alagarswamy
Spencer Charles Ball
Almudena Boza Galdos
Alan Breedlove
Justin Michael Brown
Shawn Thomas Crandall
James Clayton Finley
Sydney Marie Garber
Aileen V. Garcia
Emily Alisha Grasmick
Ram Haddas
Ryan Edward Hankinson
Kevin Huynh
Abdinasir Abdirahman Ibrahim
Michael Ryan Jacobs
Shiza Latif
Drake Elliot Logsdon
Samson Rabbi Lotigo
Lance Taylor Martin
Kenneth Ray Miles
Shaan Jamal Mohamed
Zehra Nagvi
Christopher Nguyen
Jose Sabas Olmedo
Zulaiba Parvan

Department of Accounting
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
Christina Michelle Belden
Loi Duong
James Clayton Finley
Andrew Payton Guinn
Sharon Wanjiku Gunner
Marcus Maurer
Sokchamoenouraodh Min
Jongkonnee Annie Schmeder

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Jonathan Anantaphathanawong
Kevin Andrew Asmoro
Anthony Augustine Stonum
Alejandro Vazquez
Britani Gail Whisthunt

Department of Economics
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMIC DATA ANALYTICS
Jeremy M. Collins
Brian T. Donley
Eileen Mendoza
Nicholas Aaron Taylor
Collin Tooley

Department of Finance and Real Estate
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN QUANTITATIVE FINANCE
Abiraj Acharya
Tejasvini Vijayanan Kulkarni
Harish Muniappale

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Department of Marketing

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING RESEARCH
Mireya A. Baharanchi-Espinosa
Sabrina Bokros
Madeleine Eby
Esther T. Gouliev
Taylor Wildman

Leeza Dominguez
James Vincent Egert
Anna Fajardo
(Second Major in Finance)
Connor Fuller (C)
(Second Major in Finance)
Zachary J. Gonzalez (C)
(Second Major in Finance)
Manisha Guni (C)
(Second Major in Finance)
Mariah Hermosillo
Dylan A. Hernandez
(Second Major in Finance)
Karla Hernandez
Erica Yulieth Herrera
Jared Avis Johnson
(Second Major in Finance)
Daniel Juan
(Second Major in Finance)
Nabeel Khawar
Brandon Sky Kim
Jessica Lam
(Second Major in Finance)
Ronald M. Lam
Amy Darlin Lazo (M)
(Second Major in Finance)
Ryan Andrew Logdon
Helen Lu
(Second Major in Finance)
Paige Emily Martin
(Second Major in Finance)
Ezequiel Martinez
Xavier Mata (S)
Fabiola Milam
(Second Major in Finance)
Marcos Nava
Ashlee Elizabeth Nelson
(Second Major in Information Systems)
Trang Thi Thuy Nguyen (M)
(Second Major in Finance)
Sarah Alexis O’Brien
Ivan Ortega-Medina
Victor Panuco
Harvey Pathamnavong
Stacy Peng (C)
(Second Major in Information Systems)
Uyen Ho Pham
Alexis Danielle Pucci
Minh Ngoc Quach (C)
(Second Major in Finance)
Garrett B. Ramuchak
Lorraine Czaridelle Raymundo (M)
(Second Major in Finance)
Anthony Javier Regalado (C)
Alexandra Nicole Reilly
Adriana Estefania Reza Barron
Lindsey Rhodes (S)
Travis Lee Richardson
(Second Major in Finance)
Maria Catalina Rojas
(Second Major in Finance)
Ellis D. Rongey
(Second Major in Finance)
David Tommy Rotenberry (M)
Charmaine Theresa Sam
Gabriela Guadalupe Sanchez
Ramzi Ziad Takkouch (M)
Michelle Hanh My Truong (Second Major in Finance)
Priscilla Ann Vargas (Second Major in Finance)
Jesus Villegas
Tien T. Vu (M) (Second Major in Finance)
Devon Michael Wiesmann
Crystal Wilson (C) (Second Major in Finance)

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING**
Sara Lee Aldabseh
Kevin Grant Kologey
David McCue

**Department of Economics**

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ECONOMICS**
Olaoluwa Ayanwale (M)*
(C) (Second Major in Finance)
Cecilia Castillo
(Roger Naguib Cloud (M)*
(C) (Second Major in Finance)
Jonathan Xavier Cruz-Gonzales
Samuel James Dokken-Snowden
Mariangela Garcia (M)
(D) (Second Major in Finance)
Diana Granados
Phong Hoang
Patrick Jackson Hyde
Monica Estefani Ignacio Palacios
Prashant Khanal
(Jacob Lee)
(Vu Uy Mai)
Alvin Thomas Mathew
(Laith Ziad Mustafa)
(M) (Second Major in Finance)
William Morgan
(M)
(M) (Second Major in Finance)
Muzammil Paracha
(Samantha Nicole Reid (S))
(D) (Second Major in Finance)
Giovanni Resendiz
(Thomas Kelly Supina (M))
(Haley Thames (S))
(C) (Second Major in Finance)
Aleya Macrae Woosten

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS**
Akram Abbadi (C)
Omar Alsadi
Faisal Emad Altaq
Shreya Chopra (C)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Karielle Saranae Cyrus
Aaliyah Eldridge
Phoebe Lemlem Faske
Justin Gneiting
Vanessa Guerra (C)
(Rida Nurulah Jamila Himawan (S))
Zain Farooq Khan (C)
Kaylan Patel (M)
Bhowmik Sujeay Soori (C)

**Department of Finance and Real Estate**

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN FINANCE**
Ubaldo Ariel Albarran (C)
Yafer Atefnew (M)*
Mitche Lucas Affaro
Eva Maria Amaya
Christopher Brandon Barron
Zulakha Bibi
Anisse Boumaraf (C)
Hannah Boyd
Logan Benjamin Lee Bradley
Maria Brisenio
Nicholas William Burgess
Hugh A. Burton
Monica Daiana Bustos
Marcela Raquel Carney
Camrie Taylor Campbell
Anthony Michael Carlock
Quynh Bao Chau
Colby Thomas Christian
Froilynn Domi Branzuela Coriamco
Karia Jeannette Cruz
Hannah Darroch (C)
Erick Alejandro De La Rosa Contreras
Samuel James Dokken-Snowden
James Vincent Egert
Lana Elkassih
Jazmin Esber
Enrique Escobedo
Johnnie Wade Evans
Stefan George
Shaurya Gopalam
Shiv Mukesh Govan
Diana Granados
Taylor Renee Hampton
Valerie Michelle Hart (M)
Kael Samuel Headland
Karla Hernandez
Marvin Hernandez
Matthew Oscar Herrera
Phong Hoang
Ethan H. Hunt (C)
Ricky Huynh

**Monica Estefani Ignacio Palacios**
Adhiwathi Ramaswamy Iyer
Cameron Eric Jennings
Ishsham Khan
Kyrie Deshun King
Austin James Knorpp
Christopher Thang Le
Jesus Ledezma
(Second Major in Real Estate)
Jesus A. Lopez
Michael D. Mahofski (C)
Vu Uy Mai
Andrew Jason Mansour
Daniel V. Martinez
Joel Martinez
Pedro Martinez (C)
(Second Major in Management)
Shatavia Lashon Maxie
Kosoma Meas
John Bell Moran
Jakob Morgan
Jazmin Munoz
Aoi Nakazato
Jonathan Nicholas Nap (C)
Suzanne Muien Naser (S)
An Binh Nguyen (S)
Daniel Khanh Nguyen
David Nguyen (C)
Manuel Ordaz
Yadira Padilla
Victor Panuco
Robert Pearce
Silvina Victoria Pereira Domingo
Christopher Perez
Uyen Ho Pham
Jack Christopher Phillips (C)*
Nyla Pollard
Luis Angel Prieto (C)
Ashley Nicole Ramirez
Daniel Rastegar Panah
Karla Marian Raya
Miriam Denise Raya
Vianna Georgina Reyna
Genesis Fernanda Reza (C)
David Rodriguez
Eric Alonso Rodriguez (M)
Diana Ruiz
Carsen James Russell
Christian Octavio Salinas
Gabriela Guadalupe Sanchez
Samuel Luke Sawyer (C)
Sarai Serrano
Fateeha Fayazh Shah (C)
Sanijl Antonio Singh
Amuj Manish Soni (C)
Brecken G. Toupal
Chuc Ngoc Tran
Peyton Lee Tran
Thi Hoang Ai Tran (M)
Benjamin Varnan*
Jose Alberto Velasquez
Cruz Villegas
Tyler Matthew Wilkins (M)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN REAL ESTATE
Lauren Michelle Brusniak (M)
Andrea Escalante
Max Charles Kelt

Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN REAL ESTATE
Lauren Michelle Brusniak
Andrea Escalante
Max Charles Kelt

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Matthew Alvarez
Gage Anderson
Jordan Antolin (S)
Cody R. Coy
Thien Do (C)
Lana Elkassih
Dhanesh Deoraj Ganesh II
Nabeel Khawar
Colton James Lusk (M)
Brian Jairo Nyatenya Ondiegi (M)
Arif Rahman Raheen (Second Major in Management)
Daniela Sancen
Frederique Teran
Crystal Minh-Phuong Tran (C)
Marcus Duane Wilder (M)
Ashley Nicole Wilson (M)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MANAGEMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Tysha Lashay Allen
Grace Minh Hue Nguyen
Yesenia Perez
Brenae Kathleen Puente
Rolando Rodriguez
Loc Phuoc Truong (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Mohammad Abdullah
Daniel Acosta
Kevin Daniel Avinahernandez
Mamta Bhujel
Vindra Jeremy Bitra
Ricardo Carreon
Dylan Tyler Chan
Noor F. Chowdhry
Jamarian Michael Cleveland
Kimberly Conchas
Arzoo Dahal
Subin Dahal (C)
Joey Oliver Daugherry
Arun Dhungana (M)
Sorsambarr Dok
Jay Dugay
Samuel Charles Dyer
Rama S. Ensor (S)
Nirisha Shamila Eppalapalli
Irma Elizabeth Estrada
Rimish Ghorsaini (S)
Gustavo Gonzalez
Isaac Gonzalez
Shubham Goyal
Anup Gurung
Brandon Gerald Harris
Kristian Deleon Harvey
Leonardo Hidrogo Aguilera
Jonathan Curtis Higgins
Ly Kai Hing
Jaden Hoelker (S)
Chas Michael Hornung
Omar A. Huq
Thu Nguyen Huynh (M)
Joemon John
Jeslin Joseph
Robert Earl Kearney
Jonathan Somchay Khanhkharn
Kiran Khatri
Nicholas Griffith Kingston
Dhupati Lama
Steve Loc Le
Alexandra Diane Leveque
Jacob Kongmong Lo
Kabin Magar (S)
Cesar Martinez
Usmita Maskey
Hazel Miranda
Prajwal Mishra
Kenza Mouawakkil
David Michael Nabors
Aparna Narayanan (S)
Benjamin Victor Narvaez
Anjali Neupane (S)
Anh Lam Nguyen
Nicholas Duy Nguyen
Nixon Phraphour Noraj
Niro Ochoa-Torres
Mario A. Oliveros
Alexis Michelle Orta
Sabu Pandeya
Aryan Passari (C)
Lamar Da’Lon Penix
Brian Nhu Pham
Nathan Hao Pham
Austin Phonasa
Prabin Phuyel (M)
Krisha Prasai (C)
Saim Jalil Qazi (M)
Siddhartha Ramani (M)**
Juan Alfredo Ramirez (C)
Abbas Rampurawala
Samir Regmi Bagale
Aaron Rehnquist
David Alexander Reyes (C)
Hector Omar Rodriguez
Javier A. Salgado
Dejan Savic
Jash Shah (C)
Hassan Shahid
Pashang Lhamu Sherpa
Neha Umesh Shinde
Anamika Shrestha

Asmita Shrestha
Jawa Shrestha (M)
Ganesh Sigdel (C)
Jacob Song
Elizabeth Spero (C)
Pradeep Sunwar
Suman Tamang (M)
Maria Tapia (C)
Lorenzo Edward Taylor
Sajina Tiwari (M)
Brian Tran
Britney Tran (S)
David X. Trevino
Garrett Trevino
Aaron Trinh (C)
Carlos Santiago Vega (C)
Kelsey Vu
Ashni Walia (C)
Jacob Ray Werla

Department of Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MANAGEMENT
Nada Samur Abid Ali
(Second Major in Marketing)
Tayseer Yusuf Abubakar
(Second Major in Marketing)
Hind Ahmed (C)
Rayan Ahmed (M)
(Second Major in Marketing)
Eric Scott Alsup (M)
Pauline Ezioana Anosike
Raiza Mirella Arreaga
(Second Major in Marketing)
Ahmed Assaf
Emily Katherine Artwood
Lana Naser Babaa
(Second Major in Marketing)
Diana Michelle Baires
Imelda Becerra
(Second Major in Marketing)
Marshall Kevin Bell
(Second Major in Marketing)
Zaria Shukriyah Bilal
(Second Major in Marketing)
Jocelyn Malia Brooks
Stacy Renee Cabibl
Maria Celeste Canchola
Jessel Cano
(Second Major in Marketing)
Aylin Castillo
(Second Major in Marketing)
Jamesha Chan’Nel Castillo
Joon Hee Cho
(Second Major in Marketing)
Jose M. Cisneros
(Second Major in Marketing)
Cassandra Grace Cowan
Asia Bre’An Cox
(Second Major in Marketing)
Stuart Lewis Crow
(Second Major in Marketing)
Alexandra Cruz
(Second Major in Marketing)
Brenda Liseth Cruz  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Ashtron Brock Cullers  
Vi Tuong Dang  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Savana Marie Danielle  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jessica Renee Dayton  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Niraj Dhimal  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Lucia Andrea Dominguez  
Bryan Dominguez Leon  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Kayla Ann Durbois  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Alexis Marie Edie  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Kristel Einkauf  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jonathan Can Fairley  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Emily J. Fitch  
Brady Michael Fletcher  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Adam Deandre Fountain  
Esther Abigail Franklin  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jackson Bryant Fuller  
Pedro Ivan Gaona  
Carolina Garcia  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jaren Dylan Ballara Garcia  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Marco Antonio Garcia Casillas  
Jaylene Garza  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Christian Lynn Gaston  
Alexander Dominic Gomez  
Julius Alexander Gray  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Alexis Alexandria Grey  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Rinad Mhd Sharif Hamawi  
Ali Mohammad Hamdan  
Ruben-André Brevik Hanssen  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Ana Cristina Hernandez  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jeremy Ashton Higgins  
Samuel Kenneth Highley  
Far Sung Hniaанг  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Amyly Hoang  
Ricardo Antonio Holmes  
Reagan Hukill  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Cole Austin Humphreys  
Natalie M. Ikerd  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
LeeAnn Marie Irland  
Lawrence Jenkins  
Jaylynn Jolley  
Breunna Renee Jones  
(Honors College)  
Hyukkee Kim  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Gregory Harrison King  
Arnel Kohnic  
Sofia M. Komoroski  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Elaine Kerry Larson  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Ali John Latih  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Yoojin Lee  
Zhou Lin  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jacob Scott Liston  
Jesse Lopez  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Joshua Dean Lovell  
Yellerzi Luque  
Jasmine Mai Huong Luu  
Aises Jeziel Maldonado  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Glenda Leticia Maradiaga  
Haylee Marnie  
Marc M. Masuaku  
Mira McCoy  
Patty Mejia  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jennifer Maria Meza  
Maddie Millap  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jennifer Montoya  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Francesca Ann Moore  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Jesus Jay Moreno  
Stephanie Marie Moreno  
Deborah Mugaju  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Kevin Musasia  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Angela Myles  
Hien Thi Thu Ngo  
Benjamin Thang Nguyen  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Cindy Phuong Nhi Nguyen  
Julia Quynh Nguyen  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Linda Diem Nguyen  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Nina Nguyen  
Teresa T. Nguyen  
(Second Major in Information Systems)  
Dayonna Nichols  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Cairlyn Nimblett  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Ashley Jordan Northrup  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Sienna Ariana Ninasyah  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Trevor W. Nunn  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Sarah Mohammad Omar  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Nicole Onyango  
Eren Ozler  
Moses Park  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Shivani A. Parel  
Kasidi Nicole Parten  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Melanie Michelle Perez  
Nicholas Dimarco Perez  
Monique Shonte Petrie  
Jaime Pulido  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Saba Qadri  
Aida Bassam Ramadan  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Mariam Ramadan  
Yusra Razak  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Emma B. Reaves  
Rosemarie L. Reeves  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Kathryn Marie Rehquast  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Trent Covert Roberson  
Lizeth Rodriguez-Perez  
Jeeben Raja  
Brian Romero  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Oyuki Rubio  
Rain Galvin Russell  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Cristian A. Salinas  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Lesley Salinas  
Edna Segura  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Dante Smith  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Kate-Lynn Savanh Sonekiao  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Samantha Vanissa Souriyavong  
Lillian Souther  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Maedot Girma Teklemariam  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Nahbi Thinjaroen  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Crystal M. Townes  
Christina Tran  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Julee Nga Tran  
Annabell Velazquez  
Ariella Izel Villegas  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
Nhut Binh Vo  
(Second Major in Marketing)  
†Goolsby Scholar
*Honors College
(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Department of Marketing

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MARKETING
Roseline Chimyere Akwarandu
Bruno Allaro
Dalila Alvarez
Chase Wynn Apperson
John Edward Janolo Aquillo (C)
Carson Julie Butler
Cameron I. Carr
Yi Chan
Patrick Conway
Ashton Brock Cullers
Alexis Davee
Sydney James Davis
Baylee Deshazo
Bryant Francesco Figueroa
Jackson Bryant Fuller
Heidi Ho
LeeAnn Marie Irland
Noah Norris Linnabary
Celeste Nicole Madden†
TerDerrica D. Marshall-Williams
Nicholas Lance Nunnally
Sarah Mohammad Omar (C)
Jacquez Polk
Trevor John Pruitt
D’annissa Pugh
Maanav Shah
Maedot Girma Teklemariam (M)
Ryan David Thomas
Anna Hanh Tran (C)
Julee Nga Tran

College of Education

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES
Ramona Jewel Maria Dorough
M.A., UT Tyler, 2013
B.S., Texas A&M University–Commerce, 2010
Supervising Professor: Maria Trache

Kathleen Elizabeth Launius
M.Ed., Carroll University, 2014
B.A., Carroll University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Performance-Based Funding in Texas: Sensemaking Experiences of Administrators in Hispanic-Serving Community Colleges
Supervising Professor: Yi Zhang

Junichi U. Lockett Jr.
M.P.P., UT Arlington, 2018
Dissertation Title: Pipeline to Power: A Creative Exploration of My Journey to Black Youth Empowerment
Supervising Professor: Ericka Roland

Courtney Elizabeth Matthews
M.Ed., University of Florida, 2018
B.A., Northwestern State University of Louisiana, 2013
Dissertation Title: “Still I Rise”: Exploring Black Women’s Joy While Aspiring to the College Presidency
Supervising Professor: Ericka Roland

Master’s Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Catherine Balcom Adams
Victoria Rose Adams
Vanessa D. Alcoces
Kola Akil D. Alenezi
Azra Syeda Ali
Jarume Osmara Barrera
April Lachel Brenning
Elizabeth Anne Bronkhorst
Mary Elisabeth Brown
Samantha Jade Bryant
Tiffany Marie Burke
Timothy Elmer Caffee
Nancy Camacho
Andrea Nicole Carmichael

Angela Cashburn
Elisa Marie Caywood
Sarah Louise Charles
Shandaniece De’Leese Childress
Jessica Cisneros
Erin Ashleigh Cooper
Jennifer Cooper
Amanda Michelle Corbett
Gabriella Averina Darmadi
Zenen De Armas
Timothy David Denbok
Anthony H. Do
Emily Kate Douglas
Amanda Marie Dufty
Cynthia Nicole Eng
Ashley Maria Esparza
Jennifer Espinoza
Cynthia Figueroa
Naomi Yvonne Flores
Alexandria Floyd
Haylie Michelle Franchiseur
Erica Kendle Garcia
Aimee Gentry
Breanna Giannoules
Elizabeth Pinales Gibson
Ilich Yosif Granados
Sarah Bronstein Hallin
Andrew David Hampf
Melissa Ericson Hettish
Paula Dwynette Hewett
Megan Christina Hicks
Laura Elizabeth Holm
Kisha Leshai Hope
Faranak Islam
Cynthia Ann Jackson
Jamye Lynn Jaco
Jennifer Nicole Johann
Heather Alyse Johnson
Rosalind Ann Johnson
Elizabeth Kay Johnston
Ledah Leeanne Kelley
Caitlin Nicole Kerr
Ashley Renee Klei
Elizabeth Ashley Kline
Xochilt Lara
Sydney Jerai Lee
Erika Elaine Licari
Janette Carol Mathis
Olevia Matthews
Anne Christine Matus
Kayleigh Elizabeth Mayhall
Cynthia Harvey McCoy
Tonya Louise McClinton
Suzanne Marie McFarland
Bular Denise McHaney
Randi Cheyenne McMillin
Avery Leigh Meyer
Elena Miranda
Sandra Montello
Carissa Nicole Moreno
Jennifer Michelle Mota
Marie Rosanne Novais
Samantha Odum
Chaniyah Ahjaneer Orphey
Laura Jeanette Park
Cindy Patrick
Cassandra San Agustin Phenix
Sarah Marie Podvin
Josephine Prater
Melissa A. Prather
Amber Nicole Quares
Lucille Marie Ramirez
Catherine Ann Redeker
Asia Jonell Reliford
Krystal Monique Richardson
Chriselda Rivera
Carla Cisneros Rodriguez
Maria Noemi Rodriguez
Tara Ellen Roos
Amanda Yaneth Ruiz Castillo
Natalie Elizabeth Russell
Stephanie Barajas Saetern
Daniela Salazar
Andrea Sanchez
Charis Noel Sanchez
Lanee Evelyn Sanders
Emily Marie Schaefer
Angela Lynn Shaddox
Amari Einaid Shields
Bridgette Diane Shows
Jason James Silva
Jennan Elizabeth Sliman
Monica Musha Smith
Jessica Rex Sorensen
Minette Alexandra Sosa
Julie Ann Spray
Samuel Thomas Stern
Yasmin Suissi
Paula Elizabeth Swindle
Susan Rachael Taylor
Brittany Ashley Thomas
Shanna Lynn Thomas
Andrew Aaron Thomason
Evan Lindley Timmer
Erica Trejo
Loryn Renee True
Leigh Danielle Tumlinson
Christy Leeanne Turbeville Squires
Deborah Bennett Turner
Karen Frances Valentino
Gerardo Vazquez Esmeralda
Richard Velez
Ashley Marie Vidaurri
Kimberly Kay Vincent
Lauren Kelsey Wagner
Jennifer Michelle Warren
Ashley Watson
Haleigh Miranda Watson-Wilkes
Sharon S. Webb
Stacie Soliz Whitener
Cassidee Noel Wiemers
Chelsea Fletcher Wisdom
Sharina Allen Wolverton
Susan Wright
Brady James Yarletts
Thora N. Yoon

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING
Nathan Duc
Sara Grace Marie Farrell
Peggy Ann Vails

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES
Lorie Guileen Aleman
Sara Altom
Francheska Anais Arias
Alyson Heather Moore Atkinson
Josephina Bridget Bailey
Ciara Banks
Katie Chere’ Barnett
Dulce Viviana Barrera
Christopher Francis Bomba
Marshay D. Booker
Stephanie Bradow
Tramah T. Brand
Victoria Elyse Batton
Brandon Todd Brumley
Stephanie Lee Buck
Jacqueline Faith Butteris
Angela Denise Cabrera
Kristopher Cade
Erica Angel Calderon
Jean Hall Cantu
Sabrina Sue Carlile
Brian Daniel Carman
Victoria Marie Carruth
Nikka T. Catter
Serena May Casillas
Rebecca Kathryn Coffman
Shakneeta Nicole Cooper
Jose Angel Cordero
Sara Renee Cox
Seany Jeffery Cunningham
Maria Gabriela Delgado Hernandez
Dunur Dickerson
Samantha Morgan Dirks
Leigh Robinson Dopson
Jeffrey Scott Downs
Jacob Doyle
Jason Anthony Driver
Dana Jane Dudenhoeffer
Stephanie Lynn Durham
Enosakhare Erhumwunsee-Hunter
Erica Adriana Estrada
Meagan Elyse Finchum
Julia R. Fishback
Jade Nicole Flaherty
Durantaniq Francis
Ahlam Gani
Angelica Garcia
Elda R. Garcia
Diana Lane Garrett
Primavera Guajardo

Soledad Guido
Amanda Austin Guthrie
Nicholas Scott Hamilton
Brandon Harper
Emily A. Henninger
Erin Renee Hoffman
Michelle Howard
Kendra Jo Jacobsen
Marquez Delafayette Jeffries
Jayden Micheal Jennings
Erica Johnson
Lacy Marcel Jones
Kelly Lynn Jordan
Gabriela Susana Juarez
Jesus Juarez
Jordan Rene Kachinski
Adrienne Elaine Kendrick
Amanda Kendrick
Ashley Elizabeth Kenney
Jamie Renee Lagesse
Justin Mark Landrith
Lavell Lamar Lathan
Samara Lynn Levy
Shannon Harmon Lowe
Juan Alberto Luna Molina
Matthew Robert Mason
Kirstie Ariana Mayfield
Stefanie Catherine McKethan
Lauren Merkwan
Krista Elizabeth Mitchell
Nicholas Wayne Mitchell
Meghan Nicole Morgan
Rachel Andrea Morgan
Emilio Morlet
Eddie Wayne Morrow
Angela Marie Nelson
Austin Kyd Nuce
Sahyayah Anjail Omar
Angelica Ortiz
Antony Park
Naneitra Roezemia Parker
Tiara-Ann Yukie Kehaulani Perdue
Amy Renee Perez
Destiny Perez
Marisa Phillips
Sarah Annmarie Rabalais
Sky Nicole Reed
Maria Ermelicia Reyes
Alexa Daniela Rivera
Medric Orlonda Roberson
Michael Rodgers
Karla Graciela Rodriguez
Loryn Ashley Rodriguez
Olga Sonia Salgado
Christiane Rose Shaw
Allyson Michelle Sheffield
Yashenda Nashea Sheppard
Maria Fernandez Soto
Shay Durham Stavenhagen
Christina Lynn Stelzl
Diana Tirado

(M) Magna Cum Laude  (C) Cum Laude  (†) Goolsby Scholar
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Priscilla Acosta
McKenzie Leigh Adams Buschmann
Emma Alexandra Aguirre (C)
Vanessa Alvarez (C)
Asia Geron Anderton
Norely Viridiana Arredondo
Nour Bassel Assaf (S)
Meena Azimi (M)
Erin Elizabeth Bailey (C)
Lauren Bennett (S)
Caitlyn Elizabeth Boyd (S)
Ali Brisen (M)
Amber Mae Brown (C)
Kayla Dianne Brown
Makayla Raye Buckley (M)
Destiny Patricia Cervantes (M)
Mei Li Chee (M)
Maria Chuy (C)
Esmeralda Casneros (C)
Kassandra Contreras (C)
Mariza Izuel Corral (M)
Andrea Crelle (S)
Brandon Alexander Cunningham
Brittany Loren Edwards (S)
Maricela Eleocadio-Celis
Desiree A. Escobar (C)
Jessica Escutia (C)
Diana Teresa Fuentes (S)
Amy Garcia (C)
Ruby Garcia (S)
Yadira Iverth Garcia Davalos (M)
Ashleigh Ruth Garner
Faith Garza (C)
Alyssa Hope Gilmore
Azalia Gonzalez (M)
Mara Nayelli Gonzalez
Mariza C. Granados
Darby Kate Gray
Kyle Bradley Grey
Christopher Jake Gutierrez
Averie Morgan Hampton
Jasmin Hernandez (M)
Raquel Hernandez (C)
Alyssa Michelle Herrera (M)
Lara Hindi
Victoria Vi Hoang (S)
Sandra Hulquist (M)
Alyson P. Jackson (S)
Karla Jaqueline Jafari (M)
Kathryn J. Jones (M)
Devinnie Ann Jorgensen (S)
Micah Kelly
Jenica Faith Kevil (M)
Lily Lam (M)
Phuong Nguyen Thanh Le (S)
Danielle Ledezma (S)
Amber Michelle Lee (C)
Estrella Leos (S)
Isabel Liang
Savanna Limas
Hanna Mae Longshore (C)
Diana Lopez (S)
Paulina Lopez (M)
Veronica Maldonado (C)
Aucena Martinez (C)
Jacqueline Martinez (C)
Paola Andrea Martinez (M)
Augusto Marzoalla Marco (S)
Makayla Jae Mata
Ashleigh Mcewin
Brenna Meadows (M)
Mirra Gisselle Molina
Mallory Georhina Montano (S)
Gabriela Morales (M)
Marisol Rincion Morales (S)
Kaylee Hope Mullendore (S)
Cristine Olivera (M)
Fritzi Odalys Ortega Rivera (S)
Marie Louise Gayapanao Pablo (M)
Paola Elisa Palomo Zuniga (M)
Savannah Mabrey Patterson
Whitney Nicole Payton (C)
Maria Guadalupe Perez-Dominguez (S)
Ilia Pineda
Rowan Kayleeene Pippin
Karen Daniela Pizano (S)
Edwin Ryan Purdy (M)
Zulema Esther Quezada (S)
Mariah Quintero (C)
Damaris Ramirez (S)
Kevin Ramirez (C)
Stephany Elizabeth Ramon (S)
Sarashika Ma Ramos Flores (M)
April Dawn Restis (C)
Esmeralda O. Reyes (C)
Nayelly Rosa Reyes (S)
Madison Taylor Reynolds
Shamina M. Richmond
Saudiah Phalisite Rideaux (C)
Rebecca Lee Ritz
Jennifer Guadalupe Rivera (M)
Daniela Rodriguez (M)
Darlen Rodriguez (C)
Leah Michelle Roman (M)
Jazmin Y. Rosales (M)

Viviana Santos (C)
Viviana Saucedo
Jennifer Sesmas (C)
Nancy Sierra
Brianna Nicole Sprouse
Collete Genevieve Strawbridge (S)
Caitlyn Olivia Swecker (C)
Veronica Pantano Talamanes (M)
Kerimi Denise Thompson
Alexis Cashion Tolo (M)
Abigail Torres (M)
Areis Torres (M)
Yolanda Torres (S)
Victoria P. Tran
Alyssa Tripicchio
Montserrat Citlalli Urrutia (M)
Jazmin Urz (S)
Savannah Nicole Valdez (M)
Dalia Vargas
Diana L. Villagomez (S)
Jessica Mayte Villalobos
Rhonda Marie Wells (S)
Makenna Renee Whaley
Zachary Ryan Wilson
Jose Melchor Zuniga (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Saadah Ahmed (C)
Rusul S. Al Baza (M)
Adriana Cardenas Meraz (C)
Carlos Chacon Garibay (M)
Angie Celeste Creel (M)
Bonnie B. Creel (M)
Roniesz Dashanette Davis (C)
Alexis Renee Gannon (M)
Alberto Garza
Bianey Garza
Fatima Gomez (M)
Lauren Ashley Haas (C)
Takreem Hantouli (M)
Carlos Alphonso Harrison
Sheila Kamuyb (S)
Gulshen Lacka-Amee (S)
Anleigh Nicole Meleland (C)
Laurin H. Mendelsohn (C)
Jacob Martin Milosh (M)
Tafii T. Nguyen
Simone Alytisia Noel (M)
Gloria Oflia Perez (C)
Mykaila Nicole Sprouse
Christopher Purdy (S)
Jamie Reese (C)
Raul Salazar
Emily Anne Sperberg (M)
Alan Abraham Valadez Neri (C)
Amanda Arlyne Wirt (M)
College of Engineering

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Akhil Mahendra Chaudhari
M.S., UT Arlington, 2019
B.E., Savitribai Phule University of Pune, 2016
Dissertation Title: Development of Algorithms to Analyze Electrogastrography for Neonatal Gastrointestinal Development and Electroencephalography for Effects of LED-Based Pre-Frontal Light Stimulation
Supervising Professor: Habib Ahmari

Constantin Popescu
M.S., Gheorghe Asachi Technical University, 2017
B.S., Gheorghe Asachi Technical University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Improvements to the Design of Asphalt Pavement Structures to Increase Resistance to Truck Pavement
Supervising Professor: Stefan Romanoschi

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Israel Oludayo Eluide
M.T., Durban University of Technology, 2014
B.S., Obafemi Awolowo University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Real-Time Activity Recognition in a Congested Wireless Environment
Supervising Professor: Yonghe Liu

Borzou Alipourfard
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Amirkabir University of Technology, 2014
Dissertation Title: Learning Causal Bounds Using Marginal Independence Information with Applications to Gene Expression Analysis
Supervising Professor: Jean Gao

Bader Khalid M. Alshemaimri
M.S., University of Colorado—Boulder, 2015
B.S., Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Using Antipatterns to Improve Database Code Fragments and Utilizing Knowledge Graphs and NLP Patterns to Extract Standardized Data Element Names
Supervising Professor: Ramez A. Elmasri

Shah Md Imran Kabir
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology, 2015
Dissertation Title: Hydrodynamic Forces on Stream-Crossing Bridge — Consideration of Flow Parameters, Bridge Geometry, and Debris
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najah

Department of Civil Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Mohammad Damen Bani Fawwaz
M.C.M., UT Arlington, 2020
B.S., University of Jordan, 2016
Dissertation Title: Asset Management of Wastewater Interceptors Adjacent to Bodies of Water
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najah

Md. Abdus Salam
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2008
Dissertation Title: Efficient Algorithms and Human-in-the-Loop Approaches for Attribute Design and Selection
Supervising Professor: Gautam Das

Rodrigo Augusto Silva Dos Santos
M.A., Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, 2016
B.S., Lutheran University Center of Manaus, 2008
Dissertation Title: Robust Noise-Based Attacks for Audio Event Detection Systems
Supervising Professor: Shirin Nilizadeh

Akshit Singhal
B.T., Shiv Nadar University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Optimal Utility-Based Traffic Control for Datacenter Networks
Supervising Professor: Hao Che

Nhat Chau Tran
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Graph Representation Learning for Heterogeneous Multimodal Biomedical Data
Supervising Professor: Junzhou Huang

Chao Chao Yan
M.S., University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 2017
B.E., Huazhong University of Science & Technology, 2014
Dissertation Title: Efficient Sequence and Graph Neural Networks for Molecular Data Analysis
Supervising Professor: Junzhou Huang

Jinyu Yang
M.S., South Dakota State University, 2017
B.S., Jilin University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Unsupervised Domain Adaptation with Deep Neural Networks
Supervising Professor: Junzhou Huang

Xing Sheng Zhao
M.E., Southeast University, 2016
B.E., Southeast University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Designing Large-Scale Key-Value Systems on High-Speed Storage Devices
Supervising Professor: Song Jiang

(5) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Department of Electrical Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Alexander Nathaniel Johnston
B.S., UT Arlington, 2019
Dissertation Title: Model Verification and Validation of Commercially Procured Electronics Installed in a Medium Voltage AC/DC Testbed
Supervising Professor: David A. Wetz

Fariba Kenarangi
M.S., University of Tehran, 2014
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Optofluidic Droplet Lasers Enabled by FRET
Supervising Professor: Yuze Alice Sun

Chen Zhang
B.E., Changchun University of Science & Technology, 2016
Dissertation Title: Microfluidic Flow Focusing Platforms for Optofluidic Laser Development
Supervising Professor: Yuze Alice Sun

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Yao Ren
M.S., Nanjing University, 2017
B.S., Qingdao University of Science & Technology, 2014
Dissertation Title: Simulations of Dendrite Inhibition in Lithium Battery by Phase-Field Method
Supervising Professors: Frank L. Lewis, Atilla Dogan

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Yusuf Kartal
M.S., UT Arlington, 2019
B.S., Bilkent University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Autonomous Aerial Vehicles Distributed Control and Interactive Games
Supervising Professors: Frank L. Lewis, Atilla Dogan

Department of Civil Engineering

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Pooja Milind Aswar
Tannay Sunil Jadhav
Yamna Jawaid
Reza Massah
Darshan Patel
Parth Patel

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Yahya Al Janabi
Ashok Basnet
Elmer Benitez
Alexander De Lawyer
Bilal Ismail Elsaad
John Calvin Ford
Daniela Gutierrez Pardo
Arnoldo Herrera Hernandez
Chhokila Lama
Abhijit Kanaskin Mahida
Fatemeh Mahmoudineymand
Mirul Vinubhai Prajapati
Valerie Ramirez
Sharbel Salloum
Sudip Upadhyay

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Lav Kumur Murarishetty

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Tirumala Reddy Manukonda
Francisco Villa

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Rohan Alampalli Rajashekara
Amruthashree Aneekoda Matadh
Yu Bao
Jyothi Sai Batchu
Fatima Zohra Begum
Sai Theja Bikumalla
Sai Venkata Bhanu Shasank Bonthala
Naveenjinder Singh Brar
Charanya Chaudhari
Krishna Teja Chintala Cheruvu
Swati Dhamel
Debayan Dutta
Yufan Fu
Harika Govada
Nicoll Estefannie Guarnizo Trujillo
Sergio Guerrero
Nishank Gujar
Bai Han
Linshan Han
Jordan Austin James
Chandra Shekhar Kasturi
Gagandeep Kaur
Tarunpreet Kaur

Master’s Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Courtland Blake Macquenette
Ann Phillips
Nayelli Rodriguez

Amit Viswanatha
M.S., UT Arlington, 2017
B.T., National Institute of Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: LASO Based State Transition Modeling with Interactions on Adaptive Interdisciplinary Pain Management
Supervising Professors: Victoria Chen, Jay Michael Rosenberger

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Yao Ren
M.S., Nanjing University, 2017
B.S., Qingdao University of Science & Technology, 2014
Dissertation Title: Simulations of Dendrite Inhibition in Lithium Battery by Phase-Field Method
Supervising Professors: Frank L. Lewis, Atilla Dogan

Ye Hong
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., Ohio State University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Thermoplastic Extrusion Process in Material Extrusion Additive Manufacturing
Supervising Professor: Cheng Luo

Srividya Sekar
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Anna University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Optimizing the Performance of Analytical Chemistry Instrumentation
Supervising Professor: Victoria Chen

Narjes Sadeghiamirshahidi
M.E., University of Teknologi Malaysia, 2014
B.E., Yazd University, 2002
Dissertation Title: Evaluating and Addressing Transportation Challenges of Small-Scale Farmers and Ranchers in Regional Food Systems
Supervising Professor: Caroline Krejci

Srividya Sekar
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Anna University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Optimizing the Performance of Analytical Chemistry Instrumentation
Supervising Professor: Victoria Chen

Narjes Sadeghiamirshahidi
M.E., University of Teknologi Malaysia, 2014
B.E., Yazd University, 2002
Dissertation Title: Evaluating and Addressing Transportation Challenges of Small-Scale Farmers and Ranchers in Regional Food Systems
Supervising Professor: Caroline Krejci

Srividya Sekar
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.E., Anna University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Optimizing the Performance of Analytical Chemistry Instrumentation
Supervising Professor: Victoria Chen
Amrutha Kenchanagowdra
Hannan Khan
Aditya Khatri
Tobias Kroll
Nihal Kumarswamy
Mason Lary
Xinsha Li
Zhenming Li
Xiaolong Liang
Jaji Liu
Rui Liu
Dineshkumar Manivannan
Zhe Meng
Samhitha Nagendla
Ronit Neve
Venkata Sai Phaneendra Padala
Mohana Prabha Palanisamy
Ankita Ramjibhai Patel
Khushboo Niles Patel
Chinmay Jayant Patil
Shubham Bhojraj Patil
Lin Pei
Chandana Pemmasani
Bhuvan Pooja
Akash Mahindra Kumar Puramadaiah
Sudharsan Rajam
Nudrat Nawal Saber
Mehul Vishal Sadh
Donna Safaddin
Deepika Sathyaranarayana
Divya Saxena
Shubham Shah
Sarah Fatema Faiyaz Shaikh
Sudipta Shariff
Vijetha Shenoy Badiadka
Neha Anil Shimpi
Saachi Rajkumar Shivhare
Aakash Singh
Simran Singh
Ajith Sivadas
Samuel M. Smitherman
Kishore Kumar Srinivas
Zhengping Sun
Dhruv Dhananjaybhai Thakkar
Ashwini Bhamappatrale
Minh Tram
Archana Turaga
Crupanshu Ashishbhai Udani
Xiaojing Wang
Yibing Wang
Dexin Wu
Shufan Xia
Tianyu Zhang
Zichen Zhu

Department of Electrical Engineering
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
James Brian Guthrie
Bradley Hannum
Nathan Edward Lockhart
Hector Macedo
Toan C. Nguyen

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Alan John
Ayush Kumar
Suneet Saurabh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Heer Advait Antani
Rushank Arunkumar Radhakrishnan
Sreekanth Bhavaraju
Daniel Philip Convertino
Abhijit Anand Deshpande
Abhi Harishkumar Gajjar
Satish Kumar Mogilipuvu
Vijaya Sankar Palani Kumar
Jabin Shaji
Ryan Thomas Shaw

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Jacky Qi Huang

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Jacob Herrera
Li-Jen Tu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Christiniece A. Pope

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Benjamin Todd Crews
Ian Thomas Field
Rohit Gattamaraju
Jennifer Paige Jones
Giancarlo Lombardi

Ali Asger Mhowwala
Charles Conner Olson
Benjamin Reeves
James Trevino

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Sourabh Aarsidddh
Raghav Pankajkumar Barot
Ahmed Bedair
Javier Alejandro Chavarin
Irine Andoo Chukriyan
Madeline Christine Devega
Santosh Giri
Adam Griftin
Durga Naga Sai Nithish Kallakuri
Abhisekh Manandhar
Abdullah Qadadar
Amir Shrestha
Thomas Alexander Thomsen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jose Antonio Medina

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Jayendra Bazaru
Timothy S. Stevens

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Bioengineering
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Ruqaya Abdulzahraa
Mohammad Wajeh Abu Khoder (C)
Dania Alabed (M)
Sarah Walid Al-Hamadi
Dawson Kuile- Arthur Almeida
Neaz Almir (S)
Austin Tyler Armentrout (C)
Safa Baset
Mayur Vikash Bhakta (S)
Anthony Thanphong Bui
Tuyet Thanh Nhu Bui (C)
Kevin Huy Cao (C)
Caroline Carrter
Savannah Chiveshe
Reginald Thomas Anthony Conley (S)
Joshua Christopher Cupps (M)
Nowshin Faiza
Giles Fitzwilliams
Samuel Fuente
Anthony Gomez
Liban A. Gullied
Toluwani Ijaseun (M)
Babin Khadka (C)
Saba Amir Khan (C)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  "Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Amie Kieu (C)
Nicholas Laudermilk (M)*
Sudhir Pandit (S)*
Alisha Parajali (S)*
Ryan Duu-An Pham (C)
Sydney Ann Schmoeger (M)
Ridhaa Shariif
Isabella M. Solorzano
Xi Han Tan

Department of Civil Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Mariela Indica Garcia
Naomi Lands (C)
Steven Tanner McCullough (M)
Clarissa Mariel Molina Fuentes
Krisha Patel
Ryan Christopher Truex
Michael Vent Willcot
Enrique Zuniga

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Benjamin Vincent Aguon
Mhdameer Aldarkazany (C)
Hayder Al-Lami
Abdullah Almuaimi (S)
Samer McKinley Alrayyan-Cobb
Ally Auger (C)
Abhinav Awasthi (S)
Mark Anthony Banks
Patrick Michael Crowley
Martin Escobedo
Blanca Patricia Estrada
Norma Lizett Flores
Mateo Anthony Galvez (S)*
Anthony Gogola (S)
Joseph Daniel Gonzalez
Marilyn Gonzalez
Daniel Hernandez
Bryan Herrera
Cory Hurtubise
Jared Wayne Jeffries (S)
Daniel J. Johnson
Deena Kamal
Jeannie Eun Lee
Huajian Li
Kylie Maness (M)
Valeria Martinez (M)
Christian Mendez (M)
Ursav Neupane (C)
Chi Nguyen (M)
Ashley Nguyenminh (M)
Ronald Nolasco
Alejandro Noel Padilla Sandoval (S)
Ketos Chapman Parrish (M)
Samantha Perez (C)
Jordan Rapier
Seth Robertson
Jesus Angel Rodriguez
Matthew Shelton
Logan Stutz
Kelvin Sun (M)

Basleal Takele
Anthony Torres
Jennifer Villalobos (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Juan Aguilar
Carlos Daniel Aguilar Martinez (C)
Dalix Fabricio Alvarado (M)
Alexis Aylion (S)
Adama Ba (M)
Luis Donaldo Barron (C)
Jorge Luis Cavazos Zarate (S)
William Michael Chelette (C)
Allison Fenske (M)*
Edgar Gonzalez (M)
Nicholas P. Hoelscher (S)
Imad K. Kaukasvadia (S)
Tanner Jacob King
Noah J. Kress
Benjamin Mason Leger (S)*
Manuel Abraham Melgar (C)
Kunda Mumba (M)
Hector Murillo (C)
Aarun Quoc Nguyen (C)
Ulises Perez-Ramirez (M)
Ivan Santos
Alonso Sigala Banuelos (C)
Adan Moreno Velazquez (S)
George Zarco-Torres (C)

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Michael Cline
Tyler Do
Nathan Fusselman
Henry Isole
Deborah Jahaj (M)
John Paul Jones (C)
Han G. Le (C)
Zane Clemente Malacara (C)
Joanne Mathew
Happy Ndikumana (M)
Mohammed Suhail Huss Salder
Lydia M. Sarver (C)
Jason Shamayev
Karrikey Sharan (M)
Shameen Sudanhar Shetry
Zachary Trumburiri (S)
Thomas Vu (C)
Sean Francis Walter

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mohammad Abdellatif
Rachit Agarwal
Adam Alhawab
Sahaj Amatya (C)
Shubham Arya (S)
Sahil Bajaj
Jonathan Banda (C)
Katherine Baumann (C)

Shishir Bishwokarma
Matthew D. Blount (M)
Michael Aaron Bonnet
Samarjit Singh Bons
Cameron Creel Brown
Jonah Binh Bui (S)
Rodgelo Chapa (C)
Rishabh Chopra (C)
George Maxwell Cislo
Dirk Anthony Clark (S)
Evan Gabriel Cornish (M)
Jackcheal Tang
Showvik Das
Karan Dawadi (S)
Tia Dealoach Benson (M)
Edmond Duc Hai Doan (C)
Connor Joseph Dominguez
Michelle Duong
Tochy Terry Egeonu
Robert Fabbro (M)
Parash Ghimire (M)
Paola Gonzalez
Andrew Hands (S)*
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Matthew Brett Harrison
Michaela Ann Hay
Amber Marie Hernandez
Xavier I. Holliday
Sammy Thien Minh Huynh
Jasmine Hyder (S)*
Mathew Lee Irvine
Arwa Jafferji
Susamtht Karakala (C)
Kirin Karki (C)
Kamal Karkidiholi (C)
Saumya Khimsaria (M)
Seonyoung Kim
Kushal Lamsal
Henry Le
Hayden Cole Lotspeich (C)
Alexis Lueckenhoff (C)*
Vinson Mach
Angelica Magnusson*
Minh Tu Mai (C)
Oscar Mariscal
Ian D. McKenzie (C)
Davey Jonathan Morales
Rebecca Nashed
An Nguyen (M)
Anh Nguyen
Hadrien Nguyen (S)
Le Uyen Nguyen (S)
Samson An-Dinh Nguyen
Thinh Nguyen (C)
Eric Chukwudi Nwagwu (C)
Anjal Parikh
Aksharkumar Patel
Nishan Pathak (C)
Bipul Paudel (S)
Nathen Paul (C)
Apar Pokhrel (S)
David Rademacher
Eliseo Villegas Ramirez (S)
Erick Rattrana
Cesar Isahi Rea (C)

Nathen Paul (C)
Rahul Parajuli
Matthew D. Blount (M)
Kasun Perera
Shishir Bishwokarma
Matthew D. Blount (M)
Michael Aaron Bonnet
Samarjit Singh Bons
Cameron Creel Brown
Jonah Binh Bui (S)
Rodgelo Chapa (C)
Rishabh Chopra (C)
George Maxwell Cislo
Dirk Anthony Clark (S)
Evan Gabriel Cornish (M)
Jackcheal Tang
Showvik Das
Karan Dawadi (S)
Tia Dealoach Benson (M)
Edmond Duc Hai Doan (C)
Connor Joseph Dominguez
Michelle Duong
Tochy Terry Egeonu
Robert Fabbro (M)
Parash Ghimire (M)
Paola Gonzalez
Andrew Hands (S)*
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Matthew Brett Harrison
Michaela Ann Hay
Amber Marie Hernandez
Xavier I. Holliday
Sammy Thien Minh Huynh
Jasmine Hyder (S)*
Mathew Lee Irvine
Arwa Jafferji
Susamtht Karakala (C)
Kirin Karki (C)
Kamal Karkidiholi (C)
Saumya Khimsaria (M)
Seonyoung Kim
Kushal Lamsal
Henry Le
Hayden Cole Lotspeich (C)
Alexis Lueckenhoff (C)*
Vinson Mach
Angelica Magnusson*
Minh Tu Mai (C)
Oscar Mariscal
Ian D. McKenzie (C)
Davey Jonathan Morales
Rebecca Nashed
An Nguyen (M)
Anh Nguyen
Hadrien Nguyen (S)
Le Uyen Nguyen (S)
Samson An-Dinh Nguyen
Thinh Nguyen (C)
Eric Chukwudi Nwagwu (C)
Anjal Parikh
Aksharkumar Patel
Nishan Pathak (C)
Bipul Paudel (S)
Nathen Paul (C)
Apar Pokhrel (S)
David Rademacher
Eliseo Villegas Ramirez (S)
Erick Rattrana
Cesar Isahi Rea (C)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Mohammad Kamal Abusalah
William P. Anderson
Ayush Bhandari (S)
Burhanuddin Chinwala (M)
Uyen Mai Do (M)
Jorge Estrada (C)
Patrick Alan Faulkner (C)
Liiban Abdirizak Gelle
Javier Gonzalez
Jordan Alberto Guerrero
Myles Gregory Guiam (C)
Jose M. Ibarra
Ian Michael Klobe
Emily Knowles
Benjamin Branson Lemke
Karia Tamilth Lopez (C)
Daniel Joseph Marks (C)
Ijaaz Mohamed Umar (M)
Khan Mohammed
At Vui Nguyen
Bailey Tan Nguyen (M)
Steven Vinh Nguyen
Evan James Park
Bishek Pote (S)
Swee Kar Shrestha (M)

Victor Manuel Tovar
Rehab Shariq
Devasri Warrier

Department of Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Gasan Isam Abdellatif
Olajumoke Aboderin (M)
Henry Tellez Aguirre
Tabita Barakagwira
Kyle Breidenthal
Easton Bryan (C)
Ian Busch
(Second Major in Physics)
Nicholas Ryan Chin
Lucas Vincent Contreras
Austin Clay Davis
Mario Ferreira (S)
Prabin Gautam (M)
Connor Hernandez (C)
Thien Huy
Nathan Ryan Ihle
Nicolas Jennings (S)
Lila M. John
Brian Wayan Lam
David Michael Martinez
Beatriz Meadows (S)
Evans Morales-Cuadrado (S)*
Suzanne H. Nassar (S)
Thomas Phu Nguyen
Tolulope Ogunsola
Brett Clyde Pickard
Sahil Rauniyar (C)
Jonathan Alexander Rivera
Jonas A. Rodriguez
Jameson Schletewitz
George Clinton Scott
Joseph Maurice Towne
Sharukh Virani
Luke Joseph Wilkerson
Gauri Prasad Yadav (C)

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Abdulrahman Aljameel
Jason Anthony Chen
Blessed Uluoma Emurese (M)
Adrian Xavier Estorga
Phyllicia Gitumbi
Aries Ivy
Arafaa Khan
Cameron Klein (C)
Troy Xavier Philip
Leo Sotelo Rodriguez (C)

Silvanus Chacko Saju
Jordan Brian Williams (C)
Fady Gwigis Youssef

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Ariel Almaraz
Jeff Anthony J. Artillo
Katherine G. Browning
Corey Chachere (M)
Thanh Dao
Tobias S. Dornai
Jared Elliott
Andrew Granger (S)
Moez Hameed
Michael J. Hoofard
Omar Mustafa Khammash (M)
Brian Levrie
Jacob Long
Meagan Roberta Lotz
William Anderson Meaders
Braulio Mora (M)
Duy Ba Nguyen
Noah Park
Alexandre Plihon
Roman Renzano
Gabriel D. Reyes
Kaitlin M. Robles
Andrew Schroeder (C)
Benjamin Ryan Slavik
Mazt Tatla
Garrett Rowland Tucker
Sangita Twayana (M)
Nicolas Velez Camacho
Brian M. Wilkinson
Javier Isaac Zapata
Elshaday Zeray (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Andrew Acosta
Bibek Adhikari (M)
Elliott Michael Andress (C)
Alejandro Andres Araujo (C)
Damola Titilayo Arowosafe
Miguel A. Arreguin
Ryan Daniel Bailey
Braulio Eduardo Becerra (C)
Himal Bista
Emanuil Biserov Borisov (C)
Adam Ranell Cabanas
Guadalupe Cancino
Rogelio Castillo
Jessica Chung
Gabriel Rodrigo Cisneros
Jason Combrink
Litizia Ivette De La Cruz
Kevin Tyler De Souza Cabrera
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Doctoral Degrees

Department of English

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH

Lindsey Gendke
B.A., Texas State University, 1999
Dissertation Title: Making Selves as We Make Scholars: The Many Uses of Life Writing in College English
Supervising Professor: James E. Warren

Karen Stelter Otto
M.A., Texas State University, 1999
B.A., Texas State University, 1996
Dissertation Title: Faith as Embodied Feminist Rhetoric in Modernist Women's Writing
Supervising Professor: Penelope Ingram

Lauren Elizabeth Sperandio Phelps
M.Ed., University of North Texas, 2016
Dissertation Title: Faith as Embodied Feminist Rhetoric in Modernist Women's Writing
Supervising Professor: Penelope Ingram

Jonathan Brooks Sanford
M.A., Drew University, 2014
B.A., University of Houston, 2012
Dissertation Title: Finding Clara: Digital Feminisms
Supervising Professor: Jacqueline Fay

Hubert Woodson III
M.A., University of North Texas, 2014
M.Th., Texas Christian University, 2013
B.A., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Post-Factum Studies in Trans-Corporeal Rhetoric: Genre, Ethics, and Aesthetics
Supervising Professor: Timothy Richardson

Department of History

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY

Lisa Y. Gabbert
M.S., Tarleton State University, 2014
M.A., Texas Christian University, 1994
M.Ed., Texas Christian University, 1990
B.A., Texas Christian University, 1990
B.S.E., Texas Christian University, 1987
Dissertation Title: Weaving Empire: The Role of Wool, the Subjugated, the Enslaved, and the Convicted in Building the British Empire, 1660-1860
Supervising Professor: Christopher Morris

William James Hansard
Dissertation Title: Working for Peanuts: Labor, Geography, and Class Composition in the American Circus Industry, 1872-1938
Supervising Professor: Kenyon W. Zimmer

John Clinton Harris
M.A., University of North Alabama, 2014
B.S., University of North Alabama, 2002
Dissertation Title: Leviathan of the Tropics: Authority, Adventure, and the Formation of the English West Indies, 1604-1649
Supervising Professor: Christopher Morris

Jacqueline M. Zeledon
M.Ed., Framingham State University, 1996
B.A., University of California–Los Angeles, 1986
Dissertation Title: Pearl Chase and Thomas More Sterke: Two Community Builders in 20th-Century Santa Barbara, California
Supervising Professor: Robert Fairbanks

Master's Degrees

Department of Art and Art History

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Emma Breslauer
Hien Thi Dinh
Humna Raza
Jeremy Scidmore
Amy Stephens
Xuan Zhang

Department of Communication

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Phillip Childs
William T. Detherage
Sophia Mitchell
Porshia S. Richardson
Jason Garrett Ritchie
Wendy Rojo
Mikila Salazar
Lily Tanner

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

MASTER OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Candace Louise Biglow
Colby Bernard Chevis
Murphy Elizalde
Maria De Lourdes Gonzalez
Treshure Denise Jones
Jordananya T. Luna
Michelle G. Marks
Yasmine Soto
Jasmine Willis
Department of English
MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Harry Ho
Amanda Sioux Marsh
Nicholas Gregory Nicklin
Kristen Spaeth

Department of History
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Emily Clark
Emily Ann Day
Corey Kaler
Devin Scott Williams

Department of Linguistics and TESOL
MASTER OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Erica Lynn Dagar

Department of Modern Languages
MASTER OF ARTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Wendali Albarran Lopez
Mory Eddy Coulibaly
Iris Waldina Fernandez
Osvaldo Martinez Morones
Erin Shea White

Department of Music
MASTER OF MUSIC
Alma Leticia Alvarez Barba
Randolph Fukasawa
Charlotte Harrison
Michael D. Heatley
Yue Liu
MUSIC IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Lacy McCoy

Department of Political Science
MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Anna Puente

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Desiree Alvarez
Erica Joy Favor
Ana Mariscal
Tatiana Marie Rivera
Audrey Sackor

Baccalaureate Degrees
Department of Art and Art History
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART
Hanna Elise Abbott
Jeremiah Alcorn
Moriah Leann Austin (C)
Cristina Cervantes Zapien (C)
Chase Austin Cochran (C)
Nathan Mark Davis
Jonathan Jose Garza
Haley Ayanna Ivy (S)
Aha Khan
Janelle Larios
Jacob A. Majka
Daniel Alejandro Monsante
Flor Morales
Albert Javier Munoz (C)
Khoi An Nguyen
Anna Magdalena Osmak (C)
Allison Owens (S)
Allahia Hannah Parker
Alicia Abigail Sauceco
David Benjamin Worthere
Bryan Zamora (M)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Anne Kalinowsky (S)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART
Jadden Banaag (M)
Kyle Edward Boessler (S)
Morgan Taylor Burn (M)
Ian Joseph Burns
Guillermo Castanedo
Alan Torres Castro
Blayton Dean Chak (C)
Audrey Dao
Lauren Andrea Domalewski (C)
Jennifer Duong (S)
Sara Ann Dyer (C)
Susana Beatriz Escobar Zelaya (S)
Martha Danielle Espenaul (S)
Andrew Fleming
Tiara Francois (M)
Crystal Joselyn Garcia
Garrett Goldsmith (M)
Timber Isabella Hildebrandt (S)
Nazah Hussain
Brayden Itz
Audrey Elizabeth Jeanes (S)
Ambar Paola Jimenez (M)
Kennedy Samantha Kirby (M)
Monica Helen Kiss (M)
Ronald Michael Koch (S)
Luz Maria Lopez
Keiara L. Mapps (C)
Amy G. Martinez
Ernesto Martinez-Tovar

Department of Communication
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (ADVERTISING)
Chloe Nichole Bohannon (C)
Daniel M. Cleveland
Ashley Elias Hernandez
Kairlan Eileen Finn (S)
Schalee Ardenpaul Frasier
Laura Yolanda Garcia
Julia Rose Hill (S)
Damon Rashaud Alfonso Jenkins
Andrew King
Courtney Lauren Koger
(Second Major in Public Relations)
Aldo Augusto Maldonado
Laschwantr Deneen Muhammad
(Second Major in Public Relations)
Shayla Peacock (M)
(Second Major in Public Relations)
Lainey Rhodes (S)
(Second Major in Spanish for Global Competence)
Jalen Alexander Robinzine (C)
Harrison Stepp
(Second Major in Public Relations)
Mame Aida Sy (M)
Oscar Tavares
Alfredo Vargas (M)
Savannah Brooke Wahrer

(Requires advisor consent)
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (BROADCASTING)
Martin-Alvarado Salas (M)  
Herminia Becerra Gomez (C)  
Chadwick Bryan (C)  
Izeah Cedeno  
Jazmyn Charles  
Jonathan Dodd (S)  
Kaitlyn Holmes  
Nicole Iwueke (S)  
Olivia Iyamah  
Daniel Z. King (M)  
Jaslynn Nichole Love  
Lacey Nicole Lymon  
Erick Salvador Mondragon  
Cecilia Nguyen (S)  
Gladys A. Pargas  
Tanner Drew Proffitt  
Jill Marie Bold  
Jesus Antonio Urbina  
Jonathan Isaiah Lee  
Tanner Drew Proffitt  
Ilan H. Rehmet  
Payton Ryleigh Sellers (M)  
Zachary Smith (S)  
Marissa Solis (C)  
Daniel A. Velasquez  
Natasha Nat Virachack

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY)
Darin Hardin  
Camille Hill (M)  
Paris King (S)  
Brandon Le  
Jonathan Isaiah Lee  
Vanessa Martins Torquato  
Jesus Antonio Urbina

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (JOURNALISM)
Nicholas Badeaux  
(Second Major in Political Science)  
Melanie Lauren Bailiff (S)  
Jill Marie Bold (S)  
Terrinikia Groves  
Cecilia Lenzen  
Kyle Steven Lockard  
Maritza Isabel Maturino (M)  
Angelica Perez  
Hamza Saraswat  
David Silva  
Alexis Williams (M)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Travis Wade Backar  
Herminia Becerra Gomez (C)  
Xena Bui  
Genaro Jon-Marc Carrasco  
Melodi Danielle Colvin (M)  
(Second Major in Advertising)  
Hannah Elizabeth Delmar  
Delaney Michael Drumright  
Aynne Espinal (S)  
(Second Major in Advertising)  
Dyanira Garcia  
Jocelyn Tais Gonzalez (S)  
Brittany Jones (M)

Isabella Nieves (M)  
(Second Major in Advertising)  
Sadirah Jahan Pathan  
Samantha Morgan Petry (S)  
Grecia Plasencia  
Jessica Priscilla Ramirez (S)  
Cale Scott Sherrod (S)  
(Second Major in Advertising)  
Sabrina Socorro Atencio (S)  
(Second Major in Advertising)  
Janane Qian Yi Tan (M)  
(Second Major in Critical Languages and International Studies)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Christine Hekmat Abasi (M)  
Lauren Bellott (C)  
Athena Bonner  
Evelin Briseno  
Lauren Nicole Crain (C)  
Morgan Paige Hanks (C)  
Laura Henriksen (S)  
Dallas Johnson  
Lannah Nicole Johnson  
Alexa Reagan Lauro-Brotheron  
Moriah Ann-M’Cheryl Mason (C)  
Robert Stephen McBroom  
Victoria Munoz (M)*  
Vanessa Verenice Ruiz Contreras (C)  
Daisy Vasquez (C)  
Jenise Taish Williams (S)  
Chenwanqiu Yang  
Spencer John Yang

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Noahd Aboumerhi  
Jermira Ademaj (C)  
Julissa Aguilar  
Manuel Alejandro Aguilar Mendez  
Alyssa Anne Aguirre (S)  
Dulce Anahi Avelar Ramirez (C)  
Olamide Ayanwale (S)  
Talaisha Baston  
Bernard Angus Beaton  
Beatriz Bravo (S)  
Claire Ann Chastain  
Cindy Elizabeth Chicas  
Mark Cornista  
Aria Olivia Davda  
Itzi Naxiely Davila (M)  
Rosa Adriana De La Cruz (M)  
Grace Anne Dillingham (S)  
Zaria Nichole Dudley (M)  
John Christopher Durton (C)  
Dana Elsabbagh (S)  
Samantha Enriques (S)  
Bassima Fares (M)  
Keven Fuentes (S)  
Andrea Victoria Gomez (C)  
Emily G. Gomez  
Patricia Gutierrez (M)  
Danielle Vonyea Harp (S)  
Matthew Ipock (M)  
Lauren Markin Jackson  
Preju Koirala (S)  
Jayden McKenna Kreska (M)  
Giovanni Lagunas (C)  
Andy An Le (M)  
Shaunae Leverette  
Miguel Angel Madrid  
Francisco Martinez (S)  
Erica Yudid Mata Portillo (S)  
Devin Earl McFail  
Evelyn Medrano  
Stephen Wesley Mellick  
Juan Andres Mendoza  
Remi Morris-Jackson (M)  
Edita Mujanovic (M)  
Hoang Anh Chu Ngo (M)  
Sally Nguyen  
Tai A. Nguyen (C)  
Nicolas Brian Ochoa (C)  
Eduardo Olmos (S)  
Amanda Michelle Olveda  
Karen Antonia Olvera (C)  
Evan Elvis Ortiz (C)  
Mary Pacheco (M)  
Kimberly Carola Perez  
Bruce Brendan Purvinis (C)  
Jesus Ramirez  
Crystal Rangel  
Laura Ayleen Reyes  
Kiraua Roberts (S)  
Nicholas Ranchell Silvas (M)  
Javier Angel Suarez (C)  
Lupita Torres (S)  
Paul Anthony Travis  
Natalia Michelle Turner  
Jesus Mateo Valdez (C)  
Rogelio Vargas  
Judith J. Vasquez (C)  
Julio Yazquez  
Jasmin Velasquez (M)  
Kaylee Velasquez  
Jonathan Arturo Villegas (S)  
Allan Welchez-Colon (S)  
Madison Yeager  
Sara H. Youssel (S)  
Maite Zugarramurdi Mestre (M)

Department of English

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Marwah Abuhandara (S)  
Alexandra Gail Allison  
Marion Asplet  
Calyha Nicole Brown (S)*  
Kylie Burnham (S)*  
Diocelina Chavez  
Debbie C. Chicas Castillo (M)
Department of History

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Yibrehu Abreha
Jacob Ross Bandy
Alex Murdoch Barrow
Ethan Michael Beiling
Dyana Campos (C)
Catherine Alyssa Celis (M)
Matthew David Cheevers
Maria Isabel De Lachica
John Dylan Delgado-Rader (M)
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Christopher Dean Greenwood
Mary Madelyne Hamilton (C)
Elijah Hawkins
Spencer Todd Hendricks (S)
Cody Jerome (C)
Natalia Luna (C)
Miranda Nicole Maceyra
Alyssa N. Mason
Jacob Patrick Meeks (C)
Andrew Scott Michalski (C)
Marc Nicolas Narez
Shelly Naugle
Chuong Nguyen
David Scott Peters (M)
Joseph B. Porter

Department of Philosophy and Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Roderick Alalay
Matthew Dallas Bemis (S)
Melissa Denise Macias (S)
Jordan Kennedy Megahan
Hadrien Nguyen (S)
Department of Political Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Mohamed Omar Abumerhi (M)
Masa Alneser (S)
Jacqueline Avila (C)
Raymundo Marcelo Castaneda
Moreblessings Chikavanga (C)
Kahari Antonio Gray (M)
Beyonce L. Green
Anna Laura Harmjanz (S)*
Carter Hendricks
Alejandra Hernandez
Pie-Rene N. Ikota
Alexander Rene Jones (M)
Blaise Angelique Lafleur
Angie Medrano (S)
Karin Marina Michael (M)
Elizabeth De Jesus Montes
Kara Kemunto Oruke (C)
Myshall Lynn Parker (M)
Alyssa Charmaine Roerick
Sydney Rose (M)
Lizbeth Sanchez (S)
Karya Sandoval (C)
Anshu Shrestha (S)
Judy Sombath
Corrina Marie Sullivan (S)*
Megan Mallory Tidwell
Mark Wagner

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Gage Donald Anderson
Malak Hussein Chamseddine
Ricardo Gabriel Hidalgo
Carissa Knitowski (S)
Savannah Erin Lyons
Jayden Alexander Marsik (C)
Marissa Caroline Nelson
Lindsey Sinopoli

Department of Theatre Arts and Dance

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS

Department of Sociology and Anthropology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Jacqueline L. Daniels
Whisper Lynn Garrett
Kristin Leigh Kaosa
Sean Patrick Kielty
Susana Arianeth Lozano (M)
Abdisalam Ali Mohamud
Henry Nguyen
Chavelly Nicolas
Megan Rodriguez (S)*
Kristie A. Shafter-Townsley
Shahan E. Soysa

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Joseph David Blankenship (M)
Hanah Elizabeth Caldwell (M)
(Second Major in Psychology)
Lesly Samantha Camero
Matthew Kyle Carothers
Rodrigo Casas
Amanda Amha Chara
Dalia Crisantos (C)
Sakiah Nyreee Franklin
Daniel Jacob Lewis
Marissa Camille Mata
Lilian Giliad Mwasha
Ashley Daniela Rodriguez
Evelyn Sanchez (S)
Garrett Austin Woodall (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Madison Acuna-Taylor
Kyler Worth Holder
Quynesha Lavone Pierce (M)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS

College of Nursing And Health Innovation

DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING
Shorok Hamed M. Alahmedi
M.S.N., Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 2015
B.S., King Abdulaziz University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Nursing Students’ Cultural Awareness and High Fidelity Simulation Skills
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
Anna Asagba
M.S.N., University of Texas Medical Branch, 2010
B.S.N., Texas Woman’s University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Improving Providers Utilization of I-PASS Handoff in Hospitalized Adult Gerontology Leukemia Patients
Supervising Professor: Sandra A. Laird

Heather Alyson Borowiec
M.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2014
B.S.N., Rutgers University, 1998
Dissertation Title: Initiating Adult Mock Codes in the Pediatric Emergency Room
Supervising Professor: Essence M. Carter Griffin

Sarah Quinsaat Cabrera
M.S.N., South University, 2016
B.S.N., Brokenshire College, 2009
B.S., University of the Philippines, 2003
Dissertation Title: Chlorhexidine Gluconate Bathing to Aid in the Prevention of Surgical Site Infection of Lumbar Surguries
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Claudette Cook
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S.N., Kennesaw State University, 2007
A.A., Tarrant County College, 2003
Dissertation Title: Emergency General Surgery Post-Hospital Discharge Clinic
Supervising Professor: Tandy Mellard

Polly Ann Bennett Cordova
M.S.N., University of Michigan, 1999
B.S.N., Baylor University, 1995
Dissertation Title: Educating Prenatal Care Providers About Human Trafficking and Screening for Child Sex Trafficking
Supervising Professor: Sara E. Moore
Michael Lee De Laby
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2003
Dissertation Title: Fall Prevention in the Geropsychiatric Inpatient Setting
Supervising Professor: Aimee T. Dunnam

Jordan Elizabeth Dudley
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2010
B.S.N., East Texas Baptist University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Decreasing Delay in Inpatient Colorectal Cancer Screening with a New Protocol
Preparation: A Quality Improvement Project
Supervising Professor: Michelle M. Hampton

Marilyn Gussita Garcia
M.S.N., University of Cincinnati, 2012
B.S.N., Texas Woman's University, 1993
Dissertation Title: Lessoning Time from Referral to Treatment
Supervising Professor: Tamara L. Eades

Eyleen Marie Hidalgo
M.S.N., Florida Atlantic University, 2006
B.S.N., Florida Atlantic University, 2004
Dissertation Title: The Effect of Written or Oral Acknowledgement and Feedback from Nurse Leaders on the Nurse's Intent to Stay
Supervising Professor: SuLynn Mester

Lindsey Leigh Holden
M.S.N., Chamberlain University, 2019
B.S.N., Westminster College, 2010
Dissertation Title: Implementation of a Pre-Surgery Checklist to Improve Optimization of Patients with Joint Replacements
Supervising Professor: Elizabeth Lieudell Smith

Tera Lynn Huffman
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2000
Dissertation Title: Introducing a New Patient Assistant Workflow
Supervising Professor: Michelle M. Hampton

Courtney Denise Johnson
M.S.N., Alcorn State University, 2012
B.S.N., Alcorn State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: AIRING It Out: Addressing Inequity Rooted in Implicit Bias in Nursing with Graduate-level Curriculum Revisions
Supervising Professor: Essence M. Carter Griffin

Alebachew Fitsum Kindie
M.S.N., UT Health Science Center–San Antonio, 2016
B.S.N., UT Health Science Center–San Antonio, 2012
Dissertation Title: Guideline Utilization to Improve Adherence to Serum Lithium Ordering
Supervising Professor: Margaret Ernster

Eula V. Lee
M.S.N., UT El Paso, 2017
B.S.N., UT El Paso, 2011
Dissertation Title: Improving Cultural Competency Level Among Nurses in a Prison Hospital Setting
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Audrey L. Lemon
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017
B.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2013
Dissertation Title: CAUTI Mitigation in Critical Care Units
Supervising Professor: Tamara L. Eades

Jennifer Andres Luna
M.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2013
M.B.A., University of Phoenix, 2013
B.S.N., University of Santo Tomas, 1995
Dissertation Title: Implementation of Adult High-Fidelity Adult Resuscitation Simulation
Supervising Professors: Deborah Fern Behan, Donna Leake Hamby

Megan Elizabeth Meer
M.S.N., Chamberlain University, 2016
B.S.N., Walden University, 2014
Dissertation Title: Adolescent Depression Screening Implementation
Supervising Professor: Julie Brinzo

Ijeoma Edith Mgbaraho
M.S.N., Texas Woman's University, 2014
B.S.N., Texas Woman's University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Reducing Failure to Rescue Incidences in the Hospitalized Adult-Gerontology Patients
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

Samantha E. Mitchell
M.S.N., Walden University, 2017
B.S.N., Southern University and A&M College, 2005
Dissertation Title: Patient Satisfaction with PrEP Program Post Virtual Care Interface Implementation
Supervising Professor: Kristine Cope

Garrick Gordon Naylor
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2014
Dissertation Title: Doctor of Nursing Practice
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Maryrose Chinedu Obidiaku
M.S.N., UT Tyler, 2016
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: Sexually Transmitted Diseases Consultation and Education for Adolescents and Young Adults
Supervising Professor: Sara E. Moore

Olasumbo Tolayemi Carolyn Oldunni
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2008
B.S., University of Oklahoma, 2004
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Emergency Department Provider Education Regarding the Management of Acute Asthma Exacerbations in Pediatric Patients on Emergency Revisits in a Pediatric Hospital Setting
Supervising Professor: Lynda Jarrell

Vane Omosa
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: Title: Impact of Legislative Policy on Young Women's Breast Cancer Health
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Favor I. Osakwe
M.S.N., Prairie View A&M University, 2014
B.S.N., Wesley College, 2009
Dissertation Title: Improving Medication Adherence in Psychiatric Patients
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Poonam Samit Patel
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Title: Vitamin D Protocol for Patients with Chronic Spinal Cord Injury/Disability
Supervising Professor: Kristine Cope

Wendi Vachelle Rice
M.S.N., University of Cincinnati, 2015
B.S.N., Hardin-Simmons University, 2002
B.A., Texas A&M University, 1998
Dissertation Title: Improving Postpartum Depression Screening Rates
Supervising Professor: Katherine E. Hitchcock

Tiffany Laurel Richardson
M.S.N., Excelsior College, 2014
B.S.N., Excelsior College, 2014
Dissertation Title: Fall Bundle Impact on Morse Fall Scores in the Interventional Pain Clinic Procedure Patients Age 65 and Older
Supervising Professor: Cynthia Casey
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Silvia Bordo Rose
M.S.N., Walden University, 2010
B.S.N., East Carolina University, 1997
Dissertation Title: Septic Bundle Compliance
Supervising Professor: Essence M. Carter
Griffin

Sheeba Roy
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2019
B.S.N., Sheemari Nathibai Damodar Thackersey Women’s University, 1997
Dissertation Title: Purposive Hourly Rounding to Reduce Patient Falls
Supervising Professor: Nancy Nagel

Jose Luis Santos Jr.
M.S.N., Texas A&M University–Corpus Christi, 2001
B.S.N., Texas A&M International University, 1997
Dissertation Title: Improving HPV Vaccination in Hispanic Adolescents
Supervising Professor: Cathy Brown

Diane J. St. Pierre Runnels
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2006
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2003
Dissertation Title: Improving Glycemic Control Through Increased Patient Engagement and Education
Supervising Professor: Dianne Ross

Aniwelyn Calunod Tan
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2010
B.S.N., St. Paul University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Implementing Diabetes Screening in At-Risk Populations in the Multispecialty Clinic
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Deshonna Michele Taylor
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2007
Dissertation Title: Nurse Injuries Related to Patient Movement
Supervising Professor: Shirley A. Aycock

Victoria Vaughn Thomas
M.S.N., Texas Woman’s University, 2014
B.S.N., Langston University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Increasing Documentation of Obesity and Discussions of Intermittent Fasting
Supervising Professor: Sharolyn K. Dihigo

Jamyl Nicole Walker
M.S.N., George Washington University, 2014
B.S.N., North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Preparing Patients and Families for Successful Skilled Nursing Facility Discharges
Supervising Professor: Sandra A. Laird

Prajanwati Wibowo
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Bina Nusantara University, 1996
Dissertation Title: Delirium Assessment in Hospitalized Older Adults
Supervising Professor: Donna Leake Hamby

Cameron Marlane Wilson
M.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, 2012
B.S.N., Tarleton State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: A Scavenger Hunt Gamification Simulation to Enhance Novice Nurse Competence
Supervising Professors: Donna Leake Hamby, Shannon Deann Rogers

Department of Kinesiology
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN KINESIOLOGY
Samuel Thomas Lauman
M.S., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S., Western Sydney University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Investigation of the Effects of Postural Restoration Techniques on Psychological Outcomes in Individuals Suffering from Forward Head and Rounded Shoulder Posture
Supervising Professor: Cynthia Trowbridge

Master’s Degrees
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Bina Abraham
Jamie Eileen Adams
Sunda Rochelle Adkins
Michaela R. Aguirre
Onoriode Patience Akere
Laura Jean Alder
Amita Ali
Brandon Alvarez
Jose Guadalupe Amaya
Bindu Omanu Amma
Carole Ruth Anderson
Jessica Rae Anderson
Satang Ann
Katherine M. Aranda
Olga Mirian Arguelles
Shelby Layne Arms
Camille Catharine Armstrong
Eris Linda Arnebeck
Bolanle Olubamise Arowogbola
Folasade Adenike Arowolo
Tanya Lee Arredondo
Karina Maria Bailey
Alan Nelson Barbee
Sheena Nichol Barber
Elizabeth Marie Barnes
William Marcus Barnes
Kanisha Quenette Barnett
Andrea Lynn Battey
Pamela Eugenia Battie
Torri Berkke
Nafisa Nooruddin Bhai
Katherine Ann McClendon Bhore
Michelle Biason
Shannon Leanne Blackburn
Ranie Janay Borchardt
Lauren Taylor Bowden
Cherish Rachelle Brodbeck
Briana Nicole Brooks
Ashleigh Frances Brown
Mallory Diane Brown
Junela Amelia Brown
Callie Dale Brzon
Andrea Britton Buchholz
Jennifer Hinton Burke
Brittany Taylor Burns
Anabel Galvan Bustos
Robin Renee Butcher
Hannah Ashley Butler
Lauryn Brooke Cadena
Levi Gustavo Calderon
Emily Christen Campos
Stephanie Marie Cantru
Sanjoo Zaldivar Carino
Brittany Rene Castorena
Kelsey Ann Cathcart
Matthew Louis Cawthon
Tatyana Chamberlain
Jonathan Allen Chambers
Hilary Nicole Chandler
Lisa Vidalyn Charles
Steven Rene Chavez
Gloria Nkechi Chiedozie
Alisa Subuwa Chikosha
Anita Clark
Adejoke Cole
Tenisha Nicole Cooley
Michelle Kay Cor
Karina Andrea Cornejo
Amanda Lynnne Cowan
Catherine Celestial Cowart
Carter Andrew Crain
Nicole Marie Craven
Justin Crawford
Shanda Raychelle Crawford
Elizabeth Anne Crowley
Rachael LiChu Cuellar
Sahira Dahal
Kenneth Louis Daniel
Lauren Nesbitt DBrass
Julie Rose Eslao De Jesus-Hernandez
Savannah Rae Delaurentis
Marlie Raean Diaz
Robert J. DiFilippo
Mydeem Doe Doghey
Sherry Alexandra Donnelly
Melissa Lea Dubovik
Erih Jay Ebarb
Karol Ann Eicher
Pearl Ekeoma Eke
Melissa Catherine Ennis
Joyce Ann Enochs
Noelle Estante
Nescie Muceros Fabia
Cynthia Elizabeth Fatel
Kathryn Rose Farishta
Michelle Leah Fawcett
Lisa Anne Feliciano
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Kelly Ann Fielding
David Jason Fischer
Kenneth Sidney Fisher
Courtney Flores
Kristin Marie Flowers
Casey Elizabeth Fontenot
Natalie Alexandra Forde
Elizabeth Dianne Friordenberg
Peng Fu
Danica Ann Miguel Fuerte
Rebecca Anne Gaford
Elizabeth Anne Garcia
Sabrina Garcia
Amber Janell Garrett
Hannah G. Gartner
Michelle Ann Garza
Anita Ghimire
Emily Victoria Gillmore
Teresa Gitau
Samara Alexis Glavin
Lora Renea Goff
Amanda Rene Golden
Linda Kaye Goldsworth
Jerry Matthew Gonzales
Marlen Gonzalez
Scott David Goodsite
Miranda Kathryn Goosmann
Ragini Gorantla
Christopher Blake Gordon
Jessica Gossett
Sarah M. Graham
Mary Louise Greer
Jessica Dawn Grisel
Anu Luisa Guardiola
Carriane Yolanda Guidry
Jaclyn Rene Gutierrez
Leslie Dawn Gust
Aradhana Gyanwali
Kristina Jean Haas
Larissa Yvette Hafner
Kandyce Hale
Lindsay Nicole Hall
Dona Penelope Hamilton
Sarah Ann Hancock
Deborah Lynne Hansford
Jyoti Pai Hargrove
Ashley Marie Hartman
Torgom Tommy Harutunyan
Virginia Harutunyan
Jordyn A. Hayes
Katherine Elizabeth Held
Danni Lynnette Henderson
Erika Teresa Henson
Stacy June Hernandez
Carolina Hernandez
Richard David Hernandez
Veronica Hernandez
Jessie Raye Herrig
Virginia Ann Hewner
Kathi Jo Highjower
Karen May Hodges
Jenny Marie Hoffman
Tracey F. Hofoss
Karen Lynette Holzer
Talitha Alana Hooker
Julia Nicole Horvarth
Brittani Nicole Houston
Whirney Kaye Hubbard
Catherine Hudson
Gabriela Huerta
Abigail Joyce Brion Ibarra
Suzette Antoinette Isokpunwu
Helen Emuowobasan Iyadi-Buwemi
Jennifer Brown Jacobs
Tami Janine Jacobson
Elizabeth Bitoni Jaramillo
Jocelyn John
Christine Rebecca Johnson
Briana L'Shea Jones
Simi Joseph
Rita Juarez Martin
Mary Julier
Jonathan Ariel Kaminar
Rachpal Kaur
Shawnda Michele Kelley
Deanna Laverne Kelly-Williams
Leslie Irene Kelm
Kelli Jo Kemper
Shannon K. Kennedy
Destiny Barnett Kline
Audra Lynn Kling
Katelyn Marie Kretzer
Melinda Nicole Kubin
Katherine Wied Kyrourac
Julietta H. Lainee-Barahona
Alison Gail Large
Lauren French Laroe
Jacqueline Terese Laws
Candis H. Layton
Minh Van Le
Shana Marie Lemons
Kathy Levy
Elissa Liberato
Jennifer Benning Lincoln
Yvonne Llambes
Samantha Ann Logue
Leann Renee Lomax
Britni A. Lopez
Chelsea Laraine Lopez
Nicolas Lopez
Yvette P. Lorea
Bruno Lozano IV
Kathryn Anne Ludwig
Nadia Lizerth Lugo
Thomas J. Lugo
Estrella Luksh
Elisabeth Nicole Lynch
Michelle Kathleen Mackin
Christina Frances Maloy Hall
Eguono Maples
Alexis Neriah Marioncaux
Trellis Rena Marr
Summer L. Martin
Charlotte Anne Martinez
Daniel Martinez
Tasha Mae Martinez
Taylor Christiana Martinez
Kairlyn Massingill
Jaya Piyasena Matharage
Aleyamma Mathews
Brittani Pruski Matthews
Hellen Maturi
Carthrine Renee McCauley
April Kay McClafferty
Alexia McClarkin
Katherine Lee McDaniel
Tegan Tranice McDonald
Jennifer Robyn McGinnis
Lisa J. McGlynn
Krystan Leah McMillan
Aimee Elizabeth McMillion
Lila Crystal Mena
Kristi Moore Mendolia
Edith Mendoza
Siegfried Bacharo Mendoza
Anna Ekua Opraa Mensah-Nri
Callie Anne Meyers
Cheryl Leah Miller
Ginger Ann Mills
Taaniadeba Mitte
Chigozie Molokwu
Sonia Momin
Medinar Munawarar Momoh
Vanessa Leigh Montalvo
Beatrice Monteiro
Marlena Ann Montgomery
Jinhee Yu Moore
Tiffany Ann Moore
Rosalinda Morales
Shirley Louise Morrison
Emily Regina Mores
Misty Lynn Mueller
Britanny N. Mumm
Patrick Oren Murphy
Cheyenne Musick
Samantha Brooke Natziger
Hope Ann Nail-Bergin
Nilo Napay
Christiana Anurika Netchi
Vanessa Adams Neely
Maria Del Rosario Nelson
Telisha Mooney Nemeck
Victoria Ruth Nguyen
Aliyah Chanel Nicole
Stella Kageno Njeru
Tia Lanee Nolan
Judith Moraa Nyaburi
Yolanda Nebinsen Nyanndi
Juliet Chinnyere Obi
Jane Sabiri Oeri
Brittni Danielle Ojeda
Namrata Ojha
Ogochukwu Esther Okeke
Lizette Anuonye Okpae
Josephine Osoikholo Omobhude
Thomas Mwembi Onchoke
Christa Oneil
Roseline Efiong Orekoya
Robert Dale Orr
Vanessa Emily Ortega
Juliet Orumo
Michelle Marie Overbeck
Katherine Lim Parame
Janeth Pashanasi De Mingle
Suzette Prosperoso Pauff
Lilian William Paulla
Elizabeth Mary Pearson
Michelle Leann Pecenka
Crystal Marie Pena
Tere Penland
Kristin Leigh Peterson-Senf
Lori Jeanette Pettigrew
Macy Leann Pickett
Charles Bryan Pipes
McCall Avree Pizzo
Rebecca Polanco
Bonnie Taylor Praught
Liana Price
Tracy J. Putz
Cindy D. Quiroz
Alenka Radosavljevic
Dean Robert Raein
Sarah Elizabeth Rankin
Shannon Michelle Rapert
Brooke C. Rava
Regan Nicole Reeves
Crystal Michelle Reiser
Holly Reyes
Karina Reyes
Jennifer J. Rhea
Chris P. Rhodes
Michele Ann Rich
Krystal Irene Richard
Alexis Jean Rivera
Rina K. Rivera
Kathryne Laurelee Rivero
Katherine N. Rodriguez
Magdalena Binh Rodriguez
Stephanie Fernanda Rodriguez
Johanna Duron Romero
Nora Iveth Rosas
Sara Marie Rubio
Mary Elizabeth Saenz
Laura Michelle Saldana
Candice Scalise-Turner
Kimberly Jean Schmidt
Rosanna Marie Schmidt
Rhianne Lea Scronce
Madeleine Rene Scullin
Rachel Seelye
Elsa Requenes Sellars
Cindy Garza Sepulveda
Karen Lee Serna
Rebecca C. Severnak
Charmaine Artrce Shannon
Steven Robert Shelton Jr.
Irina Skrebtsova
Hollie McGeehee Smith
Keith Emily Smith
Shekinah Infinity Smith
Susanne Smith
Aubrey Kathleen Snyder
Christy Lynn Soboleski
Jessica Marie Solis
Jinah Son
Kerri Lynn Steckel
Victoria Morgan Stevens
Jeanna Renee Stone
Natasha Erin Stone
Justin D. Sudbeck
Katherine Marie Summerlin
Cammi Michelle Tananto
Jessica Lyn Tatsuda-Merrell
Heather Marie Taylor
Keisha Dalynn Taylor
Ashley Brooke Tennis
Kelley Marie Thurston
Adriannne M. Torres
Mary Helen Torres
Maeve Touhey
Karley Corrine Townsend
Nancy-Thao Huynh Trang
Brooke Michelle Travis
Charles Mark Trimble
Kay A. Tryels
Christin Diane Turner
April Renee Tyson
Kristina Malabanan Ufimtseva
Judith Uflonda
Beena Biju Varghese
Jocelyn Christine Vasquez
Somaeli Vela
Karen Michelle Vela-Barringer
Nicole Marie Vicknair
Nyssa Jaime Eugenio Villacorta
Rachel Von Minden
Donna Jo Walker
Le’Shauna Nicole Walker
Jedida Nyawira Wanyoike
Clinton Hamilton Ward
Lakisha Shane Washington
Eri n Elizabeth Watassek
Dorothy Jane Watson
Rhonda Renee Watson
Bangdong Luke Wei
Kaitlyn Nicole Welch
Jill Wenzel
Shandy Lenee Whitaker
Catera White
Dana Bramblett White
Regina Kristen White
Jessica Spring Ollerman Wilkes
Lesha Danielle Williams
Carolyn Woahloe
Rebecca Darlene Woodrow
Andrew Francis Woolley
Whitney Renae Wray
Julie Elizabeth Wright
Sandra K. Wuo
Heather Deann Wyatt
Tiffany Dawn Yolles
Carson Ray Zamarron
Victor Manuel Zaragoza
Terri Ann Zell
Aihaa Zhang

Department of Kinesiology

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Hemangi Kishor Dhole
Ariel Hall
Sarah Melcher
Hannah Ownby Moffatt
Berford Moncrieffe
Raquel Antwine Owino
Bala Yadu Vansi Sankuratr
Alexa Washington

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Ar’davia Breshay Amos
Jacob Cole Barnett
Zachary Blaine Barrett
Morgan Deon Foster
Joshua Houghton
Ko Kobayashi
David Blaine Laherty
Jennifer Nicole McCord
Tessa McElroy
Jacob Michael Nardone
Claire Elan Oliver-Dehaver
Milena Monique Pezzarti
Saad Roshani Rajabali
Landon Ruhde
Cameron Ruth Shannon

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Justin Christopher McKenna
Carla Pons Martorell
Cody Wayne Wernli
Courtney Weston
Breeanna Sherie Wilson

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Stephanie L. Aalbers
Tarek Abdallah (M)
Sabreen Abdosh
Naomi Alyson Abraham-Deyang
Heather Adam
Francisca Margarita Adcox
Yahya Marvin Addison
Damilola Ganiyat Ademola (M)
Chandra Adhiakari
Tadia Adonis
Razia Y. Agha
Kodi Zimuzo Aghaebuna
Erica Michelle Agirre
Bridger Aguilar
Jacquelyn Rose Aguilar (M)
Jennifer Melea Aguirre (S)
Tunazzina Ahmed (C)
Kimberly Anne Airthart
Oyeronke Esther Ajao
William Gadebo Ajiboye
Doris Ngozi Ajoku (M)
Mireyda Alamedda
Nikki Rachael Albrecht-Miller
Alexandria Marie Alcalar (M)
Emily Alexander
Iqra Sohail Ali
Gustav Alkino
Cherryl Lamon Allen
Kristen Piper Renee Allen
Natalie Patricia Allen-Brown (C)
Ashley Marie Alvarado
Evelyn Alejandra Alvarado
Tatiana Amaya
Anthony Ambrose (M)
Manowa Chirwa Kojo Ampomah
Vanessa Anaya
Amber Elaine Anderson
Ashlyn Bailey Anderson
Jorge Alberto Anderson
Victor L. Anderson
Jenna Faye Andrews
Skylar Cheri Andreski (M)
Emily Michelle Andrews
Kristy Lamamtha Andrews (C)
Sarah Elizabeth Angelo
Francis Azucena Antonio
Maya Append
Abigail Appiah Mensah (C)
Shannon Marie Aranda
Esli J. Beltran
Crystal Hannah Benavidez
Shaneeka Alisha Benjamin
Barbara Bennett (C)
James Nicole Bennett
Michael A. Benz
Kathryn Elizabeth Berg (C)
Stephanie Bert (M)
Chelsie Durapau Bertrand
Vanessa Lisa Bertucci
Linda Marie Betancourt
Ganga Ram Bhandari (C)
An Hong Binder (M)
Lauren Biswas
Colin Riley Blackmon (C)
Lauren Ashley Blake (M)
Danielle Marie Blanchard
Shawnna M. Blanchard (M)
Mary Nicole Bloice
Rachael Ann Bloomfield
Jon Michael Blowes
Thomas William Blythe
Mary Nana Adoea Boampong
Lisa Marie Bohne (M)
Jeana Rose Bollinger (S)
John Ray Bolo (C)
Elijah Bondoc (C)
Tameca Mechele Booker
Courtney Blair Borne (M)
Beth Marie Borquez
Noreen Borromeo-Manalo
Torie Danielle Borunda
Douglas Jordan Boudreaux (C)
Sylvie J. Bouchouan
Morgan Bowlin
Rhonda Beth Bowling
Betty Louanne Bowman (M)
Alyssa Ann Boyce (M)
Melissa Anne Boyle
Sarah Boyle
Daniel Cory Bradley (M)
Jennifer Lynn Branch (C)
Shauna Lynn Breazeal (M)
Brenda Elena Brewer
Leah Marie Brittan (M)

Andrius Martin Erik Brooks
Anne Marie Bross (S)
Shawnda Latrice Brunson
Holly Huetvol Bryan
Kirk Douglas Bryan
Sharon Michelle Bryce
Sujata Budharhoki
Allison Bui (S)
Lauren Ashley Bullington
Daniel Joseph Burch (C)
Cheyenne Rae Burris (C)
Allen Lee Burton (M)
Camille Ashley Buster
Alondra Latreche Butler (S)
Jessica Ann Morales Butler
Brittini Buxton
Yuliya Bychkoviyak
Lady Jashlin Cabanillas
Carolina Calderon
Jamie Lynn Caldwell
Chelsea Nicole Calkins
Allison Marie Callow (C)
Maria Bernadette Calumpang Bacho
Jessica Devon Campbell
Angelica Campos
Aldo Dino Cano
Violetta Deanna Cano
David Cao (S)
Amanda Gale Cardey-Bly
Valerie Diane Cardona
Cassandra Irene Carpenter
Noel Carpenter
Susan Guillian Carpenter
Crystal Amber Carr
Charlee Martinique Carroll
Sarah Jane Carroll
Whitney Deann Carter
Melissa Samantha Carrey-Cash
Daniel Michael Casas (C)
Karina Casas
Sydney Casey (S)
Anisa Lynn Castillo
John Paul Castillo
Montserrat Castillo Romero
Monica Vanessa Castro
Randy Zita Castro
Darlene B. Caton (M)
Alycia Cavone (M)
Stephanie Cespdes
Alejandra Carolina Chacon (M)
Nicole Ashley Chacon (M)
Laura Elizabeth Chahalis (C)
Odalsy Yamilet Chairez (C)
Jacqueline Champion (C)
Kelly Chandler (M)
Elisa Yi Chang
Sony Ann Chang
Lisa Chapa
Morgan L. Chapa (C)
Herman Charles

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Vanessa Munoz
Victoria Munyao
Madeline Murphy (M)
Amira Ali Mohamed Mustafa
Elizabeth Mswai
Musonda Mwiya
Deja Myrah
Alesha Kay Nails
Aggie A. Namwinya
Jami Naples Naples
David Abraham Navarrete Vara
Emelda Fehnyi Ndinjakat (M)
Lizet Nelms
Cim S. Nem
Martha Ngene
Christina Nguyen (C)
Huyen Thanh Ngoc Nguyen
Katherine Nguyen
Laura Han Nguyen
Linh Thuy Nguyen (C)
Lisa Kim Nguyen (C)
Lucia Hoang-An Nguyen (M)
Lucy Nguyen
Minh-Tam Nguyen
Taylor Nguyen (M)
Trong Kim Nguyen
Jessie Hien Nham
Vivian Nhan
Candise M. Nichols
Amanda Marie Nickell
David George Nieske (S)
Evelyn Mesienze Nkwelle
Jillian Rane Nolan
Tasmiah Noor (C)
Julie Ann Northcutt
Chelsea Neada Nwankwo
Florence Chinwe Nwoha
Carherine Wanja Nyaga
Oluchi Adanma Obioma
Nathan Christopher Obrien
Christian N. Ocampo (C)
Jennifer Ocampo
Maria Cruz O Connor
Elizabeth J. Offer (S)
Enoch Ofori
Njideka Maureen Okeke
Byron Ifechukwude Okolo
Maurine Okungu (M)
Anabel Oliva
Ashley Marie Olivarez
Christina Olsen
Evelyn Diane Olsen
Akinade Festus Olusanya (M)
Ana Olveda
Vincent Sure Ombati
Odinakachi Onyema
Sunday Opeyemi (C)
Elizabeth Ann Orcutt
Melissa Marie Ordonez (S)
Michelle Nicole Ordonez
Sube Abdulmalik Orie
Analissa Ornelas
Claudia F. Ortega
Astrand E. Ortiz (S)
José Ortiz
Tesla Mason Orungbohun
Sohntise Osoiro
Antonia Maria Otero
Angela Mayela Oviedo (M)
Moses Ovuworie (C)
Laquesha S. Owens
Gabriela Oxford
Gabriela Padilla
Gracie Padua (C)
Erika Louise Painter
Juan R. Palacios
Rashmi Panta Tripathee
Elmer Omar Parada
Maria Gualuda Parra
Marisa Marie Parks (S)
Charles William Partin
Laura Elizabeth Paskell (M)
Amber Nicole Pasler (C)
Niyati Patel
Angela Mae Patterson (C)
Tanisha Patterson (C)
Kristi Lynette Payne
Kimberly Michelle Pearce
Angela Sophie Pearson
Michelle Lynn Peck (M)
Kevin James Peery (M)
Christina Chan Pena
Mayra Nallely Pena
Jennifer Stephanie Penshorn
Melissa Peralta (M)
Adriana A. Perez (S)
Fani Perez
Loveleen Venus Perez
Noemi Perez (M)
Sarita Anita Perez
Melissa Perkins (S)
Bienvenido Braga Perono (C)
Latorya Perry (M)
Shawn Adam Peterson
Troy Dean Peter (S)
Belencisa Yvette Perteway
Linh Pham
Gia Han Le Phan (S)
Alize Marie Phillips (C)
Darrel Jermaine Phillips (C)
Elizabeth Lorraine Phillips
Jasmine Symone Phillips
Jean Ellen Phillips
Madeleine E. Pierce
Michele M. Pierce
Courtney Elisabeth Pinard
Wendi S. Pirke (C)
Sarah Thompson Pittman
Andrew Joseph Piveral (M)
Matthew David Plunt
Kerry Haejin Poorman (S)
Sydni Paige Porter
Glenn Portman
Sarah Eileen Post
Cathryn Rose Powell
Jennifer Lynn Powers (S)
Jeremy A. Powers (S)
Kacey Lynn Presley
Marlyn G. Prieto
Brooke Logan Prince (C)
Darika Yvette Prince
Corey Lynn Proenza
Brittany Elizabeth Puccio
Sonja Lyani Puente (S)
Courtney Leann Quick
Brenda Quinones (C)
Stacy Quintanilla (M)
Rosemarie Adaya Quiocio (C)
Alexa Rae Rabagos
Brianne Rae Rabagos
Dibya Rai
Emily Gale Railsback (M)
Adriana Ramirez
Ana Ramirez
Ariana Ramirez
Brian Abigail Ramirez (M)
Elise Illanae Ramirez (M)
Maricela Ramirez Conejo (M)
April Christine Ramos
Kelly Rae Ramsey
Alysya Rana (S)
Macie Lynn Randol
Nidhi Rangarajan
Marbel Rangel
Joya Raquel (M)
Siavash Rastaghi
Taylor Virhanhle Rayburn
Jessica Razo
Jose Razo
Nanda Schkay Reamy
Tammy Lynn Regitz
Allyson E. Reneau
Adina Holt Reno (M)
Jennifer M. Reyes
Taylor Monet Reynolds
Chessa Nicole Rice
Nadia Marie Rich
Jennifer Lavon Richardson (C)
Patricia C. Rico
Stephanie Joy Riddle
Calista Jeanette Rimer
Mary Antonette Genavia Ringor (C)
Yolanda S. Rivas
Antonette S. Rivera
Melissa Fay Rivers
Arryn Robb
Jimma Roberts
Britnee Anne Robey
Emily Christina Robinson (M)
Joyce Ann Robinson

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Robinson (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Brianne Rocco (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Rocha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Rockholt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Monique Rodney (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Marie Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alondra Marine Rodriguez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn V. Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Alicia Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nidia Lis Rodriguez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabel Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Anne Rodriguez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura L. Rodriguez Mata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Rodriguez-Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiree Roose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Margaret Rose (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeannette Rosemond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Marie Rosenthal (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittely Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Ray Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Roy (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Leigh Rucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelli Christine Rudd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Angel Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalyn Marie Runge (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lynne Ryalach (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lianne Michele Rydell (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Saenz (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Samir Saheba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiree L. Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ashly Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle Amanda Saldana (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aylin Salinas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yenai Salinas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth David Salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nallely Ruby San Miguel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Sanchez (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evette Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Ann Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Ladale Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Marie Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo Sandoval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoseline Sandoval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michealle Rosa Sangang Fondja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawna Lynn Sargent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan G. Sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzette Dunlap Saucier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Erin Sauls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Dianne Scanlon (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Christine Schaible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Renee Schepcoff (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Lynn Schneider (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Schoen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminth Ny Ly Schoer (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Beth Schreiber Beeson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Marie Schulze (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lynn Schumann (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christy Scitern (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Leann Scitern (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Scott (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odinakachi Irene Sede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Renee Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Evette Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denita Roberson Shahid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Marie Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Shea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Sheldon (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Ruth Shelton (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marse Shelton (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda McKay Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Nichole Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Eve Shoemaker (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Renee Short (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonica Shrestha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Elizabeth Sia (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon L. Sieg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell M. Simmons (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayonia Takisha Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovan Nicole Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alix Dianne Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Mendez Sisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanika Sitzman (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine M. Smiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karthie Smith (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Marie Ann Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiana Lokelani Smith (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursula Danielle Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Ryan Snapat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Marie Snyder (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mysti Dawn Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Adelaide Sonwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesenia Elizabeth Soria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Kristin Sosolik (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aracely Soto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramon Soto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette Sparrow (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Linn Spears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Michael Spruill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joselyn Carol St Onge (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Helen Elizabeth Staples (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Paul Starr (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Anne Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caden S. Stewart (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Bridges Stewart (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Dawn Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Marie Stickney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Nichole Strinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Louise Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Michelle Strainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joann Jean Streeter (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather R. Stubbe (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britany Elaine Stuckly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Hatzidimitriou Suarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Liliana Suarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Marie Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Braley Svejdja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Swanson (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Frances Sweek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaimah Shyed (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duy Phuc Ngoc Ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Ta (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fella tahanour (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puspaa Tamang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felix Chok Hao Tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Castillo Tapanes (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saifan Haqqa Kemal Taruc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremika S. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqualita Rochelle Terrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Alexis Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahel Testeye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Albertha TeSheira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Steve Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Lorene Thomassson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Alyssa Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Vanessa Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Lynn Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khrys Star Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Ellen Thompson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Thorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Pitchford Tindel (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedrick Roldan Tingzon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Lee Ann Toderick (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomislaw Todorovic (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Denehw Pallor (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Elizabeth Tomlinson (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Michelle Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Renee Torres (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupe Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Torres (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldo Tosado (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Nghi Tran (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Do Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Hai Duong Tran (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Tran (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phuong Thi Tran (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan Duy Tran (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh-Tu Thi Tran (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tien Thuy Tran (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuong-Vy Dinh Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Travis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Danielle Tregre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria G. Trejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kambria Trevino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Trevino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Coronado Trevino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Trevino Calvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Trinidad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Arthur Tripp (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Amber Trubisky (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Barrolome Tumalad (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Renece Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Wayne Turquarist (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Lindsay Ubben (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obiageli Eboha Ulondu (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Deanne Ulrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Umstead (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Irene Urquiza (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milica Valchine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edlin Valdez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristi Michele Valdez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Valdez (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Michael Valenzuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lauren van haften</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Michelle Van Riper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Vanderbrink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Allen Vanier (C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Olga Vargas
Luke Vasquez
Grant Alexander Vaughan (C)
Coco Lavette Vaughters
Kimberly Ripley Vaquez
Michelle Mary Vick (M)
Lillie May Villand (M)
Stephanie Amor Villalobos
Hallie Alexis Villanoz (S)
Valeria Villanueva
Julie Nichole Dawn Villarreal
Rafael Villarreal Jr.
Lakecia Lashae Vincent
Samanta Michelle Vindich
Hong Vu (C)
Nhu N. Vu
LaDonpaulette Ranecia Wade
Rebecca Ann Waldrington
Jennifer Marie Wainscott
Rachel Leann Walker
Hannah R. Wallace
Lashanda Nisson Wallace (C)
Whitney B. Walton (S)
Leslie Wandel
Allison Ward
Brittney Alexa Ware
Savannah Nicole Wark
Alexis Washington
Christina J. Watt
Priscella Trevino Warits
Jodi Lee Webster
Whitney Nicole Weimer (C)
Ben Bailey Welch
Megan Lynn Wells
Keri Lynn West
Amy Killam White (S)
Dunikki-era White
Rachel Ann White
Cynthia Elaine Whitehead (M)
Ashley Victoria Whiteley
Spencer Bleu Whitney (M)
Andrea Nadine Wieght (M)
Brooke Nicole Wiley
Kathy Diane Wiley
Dana Michelle Wilkerson
Rodolfo Serna Willars (C)
Alexa Akroyd Williams
Angela Renae Williams
Dionne Williams
Jessica Pea Williams
Tianna Nicole Williams (S)
Casey Danielle Willis (M)
Christy Louise Wilson
Jamonycia Latoya Wilson
Mia P. Wilson (C)
Alexis Janette Winston
Sara Jane Winterman (C)
Amy Nicole Wisdom (C)
SHELLY LYNN WOBUS
Kelli Marie Wolfe
Kittie Inetha Womack (S)
Benjamin Wong
Cameron Wood
Courtney Patricia Woods (M)
Cody Lynn Woodward
Madalynn R. Woolard
Julie Ann Wreyford
Deidri Wright
Stephanie Michelle Yancey (M)
Jun Yeol Yang (C)
Sonny Yang (S)
Ralisia Hristova Yosifova
Tori S. Young (M)
Micah Joel Yazguire (M)
Nicole Zamorategui
Tiffany Edwards Zavala
Aaron Michael Zeller
Matthew Nicholas Zheng
Megan Elizabeth Zigler
Jennifer Marie Zmuda
Luz Rubi Zumaya (C)
Karla Prisil Zuniga
Sandra Maribel Zuniga

Department of Kinesiology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN KINESIOLOGY

Desirae Sofia Arebalo (C)
Maegan Davis
Andrew Garrett Hultin (C)
Mohammed Jiaad Iqbal (C)
Robert Loya
Jayson A. Martinez (C)
Jeremy James Meredith
Luis A. Rodriguez
Quavon Saton Washington
Joseph Richard White (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE

Sarah Afowowe (C)
Pari Barber
Leslie Jannet Bermudez
Gwendolyn Bognich (M)
Ana Elizabeth Brush (M)
Sarah Andreacca Butler
Kenneth Edward Celis
Brandon Rayman Chong
Katie Lea Coy
Rey Anthony De Los Santos
Bryson Ray DeBerry (M)
Lance M. Delago
Vesta Emetom
Canaan Isaiah Esquivel
Caleb Ferriola (M)
Lynsie Ann Fike (M)
Alondra Flores (M)
Antonio Flores
Leslie Flores
Keyla Galicia
Howard D. Grant

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Adrienne Gabrielle Acedo (C)
Adrianna Raylene Aguirre
Deyanira Abumuda (M)
Bianca Celeste Alvarado (M)
Kayzel C. Arpon
Emelda Z. Asong
Mihret Biruk Ashefa

(5) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Sara Anne Beyene
Megan Abigail Bilderback (M)
Amrya Tichez Birdsong (S)
Gabrielle Simone Broxton (M)
Tina Bui (S)
Sarah Andreae Burler
Gabriella Yvette Camacho
Alexandria Cameron
Shawn Marie Carrillo (C)
Gabrielle Cevallos
Nicole Cevallos
Afnan Karim Chaid
Ayriel Mahogany Chism
Alina Choudry
Leah Jean Colchado (C)
Isabel Davalos (M)^*
Lakristie Davis (S)
Tyrasha Danielle Degrate
Iris Isabelle DeLaRosa (C)
Ashley Marie Deyampert
Valerie Michelle Diaz (C)
Jessica Douglas (S)
Idararosa Ekong (C)^*
Hady Ahmad Elzein
Alexandra Marie Freeman (S)
Abbey E. Fry
Ambily Gigi
Lesley Gonzalez
Shaileen Simone Hinson
Haica Alexis Humke
Fardowsa Hussein
Miriam Jeptoo Kiprotich
Richard Kipruto Kosgei (C)
Toluwalase Eniola Kuteyi (C)
Nordia Laidley-Layne (C)
Michelle Landeros
Chigaekwu Prisca Lekwauwa (M)
Gilberto Leon
Tevin Ismael Lewis
Joann Kay Madrie
Kaitlynd N. Malone
Celeste Martinez (C)
Karla Liliana Martinez Lopez
Ernestine Louise Mayes (M)
Amy Lee Mohamed
Liliana Moreno
Courtney Monique Moten
Jhoceline Moza
Anjali Nepal (M)
Mikaela Grace Neubauer (S)^*
Smera Hetal Patel (C)
Sanel Plancic (C)
Araya Samone Powell
Noah Christopher Puente
Christian Rachal
Shanique P. Redd
Nancy Reyes
Jose Abilio Rios
Skylar Adrionne Robinson
Ana Paola Rodriguez (M)
Kimberly Arlene Rodriguez
Karen L. Rosal
Jennifer Marie Segura
Cheriesa Lenea Selman (S)
Jessica Morgan Semar (S)

Safa Sheikh
Tyantia Yvonne Sherwood
Beverly Smith
Casey Marie Stump
Kevin Shon Tackett (C)
Amanda Yvonne Torres (M)
Catherine Tran (C)
AKashia Renee Turner
Mayra Vargas Villanueva (C)
Leona Veseli
Anthony Vuong (C)
Safwa Waheed (M)
DaTranea Monique Whitaker (M)
Agnes N. Yannney
Perla Joana Zamora

Department of Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY

Kaitlyn Jo Howell
B.S., UT Arlington, 2016
Dissertation Title: The Evolution of Neurosensory Structures: Evaluating Ecological Drivers of Brain and Eye Size Variation
Supervising Professor: Matthew Walsh

Katie N. Kang
B.S., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: Septal Class A Penicillin-Binding Protein Activity and LD-Transpeptidases, LdhJ and LdhK, Mediate Selection of Colistin-Resistant Lipooligosaccharide-Deficient Acinetobacter baumanii
Supervising Professor: Joseph Boll

Misha Iqbal Kazi
B.S., UT Austin, 2013
Dissertation Title: Mechanistic Basis for the Role of Resistance and Tolerance Determinants in Antibiotic Treatment Failure
Supervising Professor: Joseph Boll

Nicholas James MacKnight
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Identifying the Distinct Adaptive and Plastic Gene Expression Patterns and Microbial Indicators that Mediate Coral Disease Resistance
Supervising Professor: Laura D. Mydlarz

Fatema Begum Ruma
M.S., Shahjalal University of Science & Technology, 2015
B.S., Shahjalal University of Science & Technology, 2013
Dissertation Title: Functional Study of Transposable Elements Domestication in Drosophila melanogaster
Supervising Professor: Esther Betran

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY

Alena Aleksandrovna Denisenko
B.A., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: Synthesis and Function of Ion-Selective Single Molecule Fluorescent Imaging Molecules and Materials
Supervising Professor: Frank W. Foss

Shariq Ahmad Haseen
B.S., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: Computational Materials Chemistry: From Polymer-Precursors to Ceramics and High-Pressure Materials
Supervising Professor: Peter Kroll
Anurag Noonikara Poyil
M.S., Indian Institute of Science Education & Research, 2015
B.S., Indian Institute of Science Education & Research, 2013
Dissertation Title: Copper(I) and Silver(I) Complexes of Alkenes, Olefins, and Cyclopropanes and Their Applications
Supervising Professor: Rasika Dias

Olatunji Seyi Ojo
M.S., Obafemi Awolowo University, 2015
B.S., Kogi State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: C-H Functionalization of Aryl Terminal Alkenes and Thio-Acid Azide Ligation Chemistry for Pyrrole Carboxamide
Supervising Professor: Carl Lovely

Department of Mathematics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS
Saber Muraad Ahmed
B.A., UT Austin, 2017
Dissertation Title: Quantized Enveloping Algebras of Type P
Supervising Professor: Dimitar Grantcharov

Hrishabh Khakurel
B.S., UT Arlington, 2018
Dissertation Title: Probability Density Estimation of Right Censored Data with Additive Measurement Errors Using Inverse Probability of Censoring Weighted Kernel Density Estimator
Supervising Professor: Shan Sun-Mitchell

Khoa Hoang Nguyen
B.S., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: Exponential Tensor Modules
Supervising Professor: Dimitar Grantcharov

Hung Viet Tran
M.A., UT Austin, 1976
B.A., UT Austin, 1974
Dissertation Title: Twisting Systems and Some Quantum Py with Point Scheme a Rank-2 Quadrics
Supervising Professor: Michaela Vancliff

Jeremy Ryan Valdez
M.S., UT Arlington, 2021
B.S., UT Arlington, 2017
Dissertation Title: A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for the Asymptotic Normality of the Quantile Estimator in the Deconvolution Problem
Supervising Professor: Shan Sun-Mitchell

Department of Physics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS AND APPLIED PHYSICS
Artemey Bogdanovskiy
M.S., UT Brownsville, 2014
B.S., Belarusian State University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Experimental Realization of Signal Extraction in a Table-Top Interferometer with 3-m Fabry-Perot Cavities for Applications to Supernova Gravitational Wave Searches
Supervising Professor: Malik Rakhmanov

Shashank Dattakishor Kumbhare
B.E., Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University, 2014
Dissertation Title: Automating Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods for Scientific Inference
Supervising Professor: Amir Shahmoradi

Matthew James Millard
M.S., Clemson University, 2014
B.S., University of Georgia, 2010
Dissertation Title: Chandra Ejecta Kinematics Studies and an Iso Spectroscopic Survey of Supernova Remnants
Supervising Professor: Sangwook Park

Zachary Glenn Randell Williams
B.S., Stephen F. Austin State University, 2015
Dissertation Title: A Cross Section Measurement of Muon Neutrino Induced Charged-Current Coherent Positive Pion Production on Argon with the MicroBooNE Detector
Supervising Professor: Jonathan Asaadi

Department of Psychology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Shaikha Salman Aldousari
M.S., Kuwait University, 2016
B.S., Kuwait University, 2011
Dissertation Title: The Influence of Dark and Positive Personality Traits on Dyadic and Individual Creativity
Supervising Professor: Jared B. Kenworthy

Traci Megan Bricka
M.S., UT Arlington, 2019
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2017
Dissertation Title: You are What You Turk: Empirically Testing an eLance Work Design Model
Supervising Professor: Amber Schroeder

Master’s Degrees

Department of Biology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Leila Bonakdar
Jane N. Cloud
Santosh Dhamala
Ginny Thai
Olivia Williams

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Tahmina Afroz
Ana Alvarez
Ryan Enzer
Matthew Guerrero
Naje Huff

(S) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE
Prince Kojo Oware

Department of Mathematics

MASTER OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
Fatima A. Ayad
Joseph Lee Wood

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Hussein Said Ahmad Ed Duweh
Rodina Abdul Raouf El Adawy
Ian Mackenzie Harris
Hrishabh Khakurel
Te’a Riley

Department of Physics

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Elizabeth Vandegriff

Department of Psychology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Thomas Wesley Agnew
Fatima Bibi Akhtar
Aspa Ali
Michelle A. Bardales
Kinsey Paige Blackburn
Jessica Boardman
Francisco Miguel Canonicco
Jade Coral Chacon
Rachel Irene Golla
Taya Arneida Hardy
Arisha Harrison
Victoria Anne Hart
Daniel Joseph Huslig
Ellis Olivia Jones
Shubham Kokkula
Summer Lehman
Heng-Yi Lin
Bailey Heather Lockaby
Alexander Oliverunde Olou
Mitchell Strahlman

Janellis Ramirez
Thamara Ramirez
Kevin Christian Rodriguez
Alexia Torres
Rebekah Deloris Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Milan Acharya
Ivone Guadalupe Adame (S)
Jasmine Marie Aguina
Iman Aldaas (C)
Zachrich Alhaj (S)
Mahdi Alrawi
Norma-Jean Anaya
Yudilía Antillon
Paul Albert Asghar
Mahum Ashraf (M)
(Second Major in Microbiology)
Manar Naser Babaa (S)
Amy Sarah Beck
Angeline Bolano
Prathyusha Botlaguduru
Hannah Bovermann (M)
(Second Major in Microbiology)
Angel Xuan-Nguyen Bui (C)
Shay Canady
Natallia Cardenas (M)
Celina Chavez
Fabiola Lisbeth Chavez
Vanessa E. Chavez
Ahmad Mohammad Chehade
Zachary Parker Clements
Jose Eduardo Coello Alvarado (M)
Jana Daoud
Duong Duy Dinh
Jordan Ly Dinh
Breanna Mykeshia Lee Douresseau
Amer M. Elaad
Ryan Stuart Gallagher (S)
Stephanie Alexandra Galvan
Joel C. Garcia
Stacie Pacis Gonzales
Sofía Gonzalez
Emma Claire Goodman (M)
Daniela Alejandra Padilla Guadarrama
Kierra J. Haines
Dennis R. Hamrick
Alecma Hatfa Haq (S)
Nabeel Hassan
Destyne Allizay Hickman
Theresa Ho
Tiffany Hoang (S)
Keelie Lynae Hughes
Stefani R. Hultquist
Jennifer Huynh (S)
Scott Lee Huynh
Tiatopoe Ibiapo (M)
Ramzy Ramadan Idris
Justin Jinaa
Zoe Briar Rose Jones
Lizette Juarez
Khaloa Karim (M)
Zaine Anwar Khalil (M)
Ilsa Khan (C)
Denis Kim (M)

Peter Kim
My Lai (S)
Chloe Mai Lam
Jordan Lawrence
Erik Lazo
Antony Lizzano Lizzano Malos (S)
Maria Loza
Mariana Madinawala (M)
Dua Malik (M)
Jordan Russell Manalansan
Deems Manandhar
Emmanuel Mariscal (S)
Ana Karen Martinez
Christina A. Meek
Jaianna Faith Mercedes Megahan
Lisa Mey (S)
Asadullah Mirza (S)
Melia Alexa Moncada
Isabella Moreno (M)
Madigan L. Murray (M)
Alicia Trieu Tien Nguyen
Brian Nguyen (S)
Hoang Van Nguyen
Jennifer Ngoc Nguyen (M)
John Nguyen (C)
Jonina Quyen Nguyen (S)
Katherine Kim Anh Nguyen (M)
Kelly Nguyen (S)
Nhan Ngo Hau Nguyen (S)
Nhi Bao Nguyen (S)
Nicholas Khoi Nguyen
Savannah Marie Nicholas (C)
Muzna Noman
Karen Ogechuku Nwulu
Dalila Mariol Ocampo
Agnes Olatunji
Obiaderi Osakwe
Saad Paracha
Parthvi Bharatkumar Patel (M)
Sitara Ishvar Patel
Benjamin Perez (M)
Dang Hai Pham (C)
Janice Pham (S)
Clayton L. Phillips
Aiden Michael Post
Ignazio Previto
Zahra Rasul (M)
Giridhari Girish Rathod
Taryn Rila-Smith (S)
Jennifer Rivera Ayala (C)
James Fitzgerald Rodgers
Jonathan Rodriguez
Jared Samuelson
Jachelin Sandoval
Marian Salam Sayyed
Erik Schillings (C)
Sherissa Tyonna Aria Serrant
Andrea Lorraine Margaret Shaw (C)
Kaitlyn Madeline Shaw (C)
Manisha Shrestha (M)
Brandon Sryvong
Charlotte Stubbins
Deeba Alexis Tabibi (M)
Phong Tan Tang (S)
Pooja Thapa (C)

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Biology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY
Kaylan Vanessa Amaya
Leah Mariam Berhe
Neelam Bhandari
Joseph Lane Daily (S)
Idarorsa Ekong (C)
Xiaoshi Guo (C)
José Fidencio Lares
Isabel Lopezdominguez
Judith Galvan Martinez
Vin Nguyen
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Kanokluck Thongkalya
Hannah Maryham Townsend
Alysha Anh Tran
Amy Ai Mi Tran (M)
Huu Trung Tran (S*)
Teresa Ho Tran (S)
Thu Tran (S)
Van Thao Tran
Henry Ventura (M)
Tiffany Nhatvy Vo (S)
Jessica Tn Vu (M)
Jordan D. Walker
Eiran Weller
Shantorria Levonya Williams
Katrina Wisofsky (C)
Gavin D. Wright (M)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Jose Eduardo Covarrubias
Minhvy Nguyen
Branden Wanye Sayarath
(Second Major in Biology)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY
Isabelle Jane Carroll
Sarah Ann Carroll (C)
Trier Duong (S)
Joshua Ferguson-Williams
Hannah Fabiola Fonseca (C)
Juan C. Galaviz
Kimberly Ruschel Harmon
Keelie Lync Hughes
Shannon Moncier
Carina Pena
Angelica Ponce
Emily Marisa Rios
Cameron Rodriguez
Jada Annakia Watkis

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY
Zachrieh Alhaj (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY
Jonathan Coria
Hannah Marie Hayes (M)
My Ho (C)
Anh Phuong Le (C)
Kriti Pandey (S)
Sagar Shah
Karla Jeanette Silva (M)
(Second Major in Physics)
Ridge Tull

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Samer Al-assad (C)
Saiyara Baset (C)
Phuong Huynh Minh Do (S)
Jeanne Keita
Kayla Huynh Le (S)
Julissa Dyanara Mireles (S)
Tessa Moore (S)
Russell Navas
Sarah Ngewe
Chuong Thanh Nguyen
Jessica Phuongnghi Pham (C)
Alexis Spears
Teresa Vu (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Jacob Berry
Carissa Alexis Chavarria
Eric Cyganowski (M)
Savannah Noelle Heckart
Wesley Allan McDonald
Dylan D’Artragn Nazario
Thien Do Minh Nguyen
Alexis Perez
Daniel Rotenberg
Nathan Major Taton
Julie Michelle Travis

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GEOLOGY
Britney E. Lawrence (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE
Arthur Graham Doerge
Isabelle Sun-Hi Martinez
Aaron D. Oliver
Lauren Kirsty Osborn
Tyler Stone Snody

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY
Laura Valentina Ardila (M)
Rebekah Fairth Medley (S)
Payton Raquel O’Brian (C)
Daniel Tague
Katrina Wisosky (C)

Department of Mathematics
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Surya Narasimham Achanta (M)
Jared Hunter Ackley (S)
Jacey M. Banks
Matthew Brawner
Cole Bruhn (C)
Will Chen (S)
Lien Dao (M)

Department of Physics
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHYSICS
Isabelle Tucker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Richard Barton (S)
Aayush Bhattacharaj (S)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Steven Boucher
Rylan Weldon Bush
Sudarshan Chettiar
Roger Zacarias Contreras
Eric Cyganowski (M)
Bryan Dinh (S)
Dustin Storm Frost
Matthew Hail
Shreejan Khanal (S)
Austen King (C)
Richard Le (C)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Alvin Daniel Jacques Leluc (S)
Achyuth Manoj (S)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Joshua Perez (S)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
David Rademacher
Judith M. Rodriguez
Christopher Paul Ryan
Ana Laura Segovia (S)
(Second Major in Mathematics)
Varini Varanga T. Thenuwara Arachchige

Department of Psychology
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Dorian Alvarez
Jason Christopher Anderson

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  ‡McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
Benjamin David August (M)
Bryan Barnes (C)
Daiana Nycole Barnes
Syamon Jessica Burns
Kenia Bautista (C)
Camryn Bernal
Tyler Boyd
Evelin Briseno (S)
Er’Lexas Shacole Burch (C)
Neal Riley Caldwell
Celeste Canales
Vanessa Carrillo
Natália De La Rosa
Sophie Edwards
Onna M. Fisher
Brooklyn Fortier
Brenda Garcia-Guerrero
Michelle Alejandra Garza (M)
David Glazebrook
Laramie Belle Hancock (S)
Addie K. Hansen
Danielle Vonneya Harp (S)
Jacobi Shannice Harris
Karlee Nicole Heiser (C)
Victoria Ann Heitmeier
Jessica Marie Jennings (S)
Alice Young Kim (M)
Skylar Kay Lindsey (C)
Hana Lone (S)
Jacob Lopez (C)
Brittany Alexis Marquez (S)
Stephanie Metz (C)
Rosa Isela Morales
Leslie Anaid Munoz
Yuliet A. Munoz Lopez (C)
Ali Jalal Naqvi (M)
Nicole Nguyen
McKenah Jordan Patel
Ruby Ramirez
Elizabeth Abigail Ramos Landaverde
Jacquelyn A. Reid
Leslie Carol Renteria (C)
Kyle T. Reynolds
Maria De Jesus Rios (M)
Jaqueline Rodriguez (C)
Courtney Therese Rourk
Zarin Sadaf (S)
Jessica Steve Sahlwani (M)
Mallory Sarabia (C)
Rubal Sharma (S)
Nabieh Abdallah Srouji
Dylan Alexander Stockton
Brianna Straughter
Susan Sayyed Taleb
Cassidy Kaye Terrazas
Alejandro G. Torres
Thuyen B. Tran (C)
Vanessa Danielle Yapp
Palvasha Khan Zahid
Dianna Isela Zapata (C)

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY**
Christine Hekmat Abasi (M)*
Amalia Lisbeth Hernandez Acevedo (C)
Maria Jose Aguilar (C)
Carley Andrew (S)*
Gabriela Beatriz Ardon
Henry Enrique Berrios (M)
Jarisa Araly Decena Martinez
Ashtron Brooke Fancher
Narmadha Manickam Ganeman
Eduardo Gaspar (M)
Shelby Kathleen Green
Ashley Khamlia Hansana
Evelyn Harari
Cecilia Anaíí Herrera (C)
Hoa Nhut Nickolas Huynh (M)*
Ibrahim Y. Issa (M)
Peter Kim
Eileen Marie Lavin (C)
Jianna Faith Mercedes Megahan
Leslie Denny Montes (C)
Veronica Lynne-Nancy Morris (M)
Madigan L. Murray (M)
Jacqueline Navarro Ramirez (C)
Samil Monica Okonotua
Princy H. Patel
Rebecca Elaine Roten (S)*
Niki Paraskumar Shah
Farihah Ali Sheikhi
Kanchan Sitaula (S)
Jessica Sulca (M)
Marra Julieta Tejada (S)
Alyssa Tijerina (C)
Noah Viet Phi Trinh
Katie Vazquez (M)
Rebeca Saray Virrey Marin (S)
Jesse Antonio Webb (C)
Emily Wheeler
Kyle Xayyavong

**DIVISION OF STUDENT SUCCESS**

**Baccalaureate Degrees**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN UNIVERSITY STUDIES**
Somaiya Alamdin
Thabia Al-Fatlawe
Zohra Nasir Ali
Muhammad Yosuf Ansari
Raquel Anice Bailey
Kyle Nicole Breeding
Melanya Nicole Bueno
Jorge Antonio Campos Velasquez
Tannya Cancino (C)
Jazmin Charco
Marisa Joy Christensen
Lital Bar-Sheva Cohen
Lauren Mackenzie Coyle (M)
Anielle Lashauna Daily
Jennifer Debebs
Sheridan Ann Dietz
Kristin Bri Anne Docken
Danny Bao Duong
Katie Elizabeth Ferrell
Nasra Fridow
Nerhaly Flores
Robert Macos Fontelera
Dylan Eugene Gaspar
Tanya Gonzalez
Andrew Kenneth Goode (M)
Emma Christine Halverson (M)
Clayton Allen Haney
Tia Amanni Hedman
James S. Henderson
Alyssa Marie Hernandez
Jacob Alexander Horton
Jasmine Horton
Brinnal Monique Howard
Dalyh Hughes
Joel Kirk Ivy
Julisia Vandishia Jackson
Raylon Glenn Johnson
Kamisha Jay Kelso-Gadison
Kimberly Latham
Amanda Christine Logan
Kelli Marci Jean Londo
Cassandra Luz Luna (C)
Lori Ly
Stephen Mackenzie (C)
Andrew R. Madrzak (M)
Larissa Layle Marion
Clarence John Jurwunjimarij
McCarthy-Grogan
Kari Suzanne McDonald (C)
Maura Vanessa Munoz
Taylor Murata
Patrick Mwamba
Alisa Nguyen
Britten Lee Nickel
Allen Niggemeyer
Fidelia N. Oguchi
Adilene Ojeda Campos
HONORS COLLEGE

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Allison Fenske (M)*
Chasidah Fried‡
Cindy Ngoc Ledat (S)*
Michelle Nguyen (C)*
(Second Major in History)
Anna Elizabeth Tarpley (S)*

HONORS COLLEGE

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Allison Fenske (M)*
Chasidah Fried‡
Cindy Ngoc Ledat (S)*
Michelle Nguyen (C)*
(Second Major in History)
Anna Elizabeth Tarpley (S)*

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SOCIAL WORK
Erin Michelle Findley
M.S.W., UT Austin, 2009
B.S.W., University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, 2007
Dissertation Title: Uncertain Times in an Already Uncertain Context: Foster Parenting Stress and Resilience During COVID-19
Supervising Professor: Regina T. Praetorius

James Craig Keaton
M.S.W., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S., UT Arlington, 2016
Dissertation Title: Mindset, Awareness, and Growth: Exploring Holistic, Individualized Health Practices as a Process to Transform Mental Health
Supervising Professor: Regina T. Praetorius

Master's Degrees

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Jacquelyn Natalie Alfandre
Rosa Alonso
Wayne Edward Anderson
Megan E. Baker
Stephanie Gabriella Ballin
Megan Brianna Bashara
Haley Sue Beahm
Micah Allen Bolden
Joana Calderon
Ramona Carvajal
Yahaira Lucille Castillo
Catherine Cate
Alexis C. Cole
Nakeya Craig
Reagen Alyssa Davis
Diana Lynn Dicesare
Christi Fierro
Desiree Allana Galban
Daniela Garcia
Karen Kay Garrett
Anugraha George
Britnie Green
Lesli Gutierrez
Samantha Hall
Shirley Hanna
Brenda Devone Hardwick
Hailey Jasmine Hargis
Chantal Laketha Hendricks
Kiesha L. Hollman
Alisa Horn
Hoda Iskandarani
Mikayla Mariiah-Israel James
Jennifer Lee Jordan
Shamil Seysan Khademi

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Loree Alcocer</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Avant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadijah Z. Baig</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staci Berryhill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larna Renee Brinson</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Adams Brown</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Lizbeth Castillo</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Castillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Rae Cervantes</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella Cervantes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji Soo Jenny Chong</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Clark</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Clark</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Clarke</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmine N. Coleman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick Anthony Coonrod</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Esmeralda Corona</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Daniela Davila</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Sarah Davis</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity Keyasha Ellis</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizbeth Esquivel</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa Mariah Evans</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmyne Fayson</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Lynn Fintak</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella Rose Flaherty</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn I. Forrest</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Fox</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Samone Franklin</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny Reed Gaffey</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Garibay</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precious Joy Gibson</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alondra Gonzalez</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kairlyn Rene Gonzalez</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Goodrum</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Celeste Gracia</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riannon Elise Grubbs</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Guerero</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey Lanell Gutierrez</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngoc Ha</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Hackett</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharrion Monique Hodges</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Danielle Holt</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meikel Taylor Hooks</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisel Huerta</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabiola Isimbi</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Ladene Jayroe</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shazad M. Jiwanani</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Y. Jones</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Kashpureff</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain Kelley</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Joy Kennedy</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Nicole Kersey</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Knobles</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Knuckles</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy M. Le</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Rose Lee</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celeste Lewis</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea A. Lopez</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celeste Isabel Lopez</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juana Maria Lopez</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Khoa Mai</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara P. Martinez</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott S. Mata</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria De Jesus Mendez</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris Mendoza</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twana Michelle Miller</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josilyn Rayshel Monroe</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliana Morin</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Wallita Morris</td>
<td>(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Commencement Mace

The mace, a symbolic staff of high office, is often a traditional element in academic processions. The University of Texas at Arlington’s mace, designed and created in 2007 by Texas State Artist and Professor David Keens with the assistance of Metal Art Adjunct Professor Fred Miller, is distinctly non-traditional. The UTA mace is an undulating, artistic design of metal and glass that reflects the traditional symbols of academia in a dynamic and contemporary way. Almost completely made of clear glass, it is only upon closer observation that the University’s colors are seen in glass below the round, etched-metal University seal. Surrounding the seal is a contemporary wreath design in transparent glass symbolizing the pursuit of higher education. Below the seal, wreath, and colored glass is a forged metal contemporary nest. Below the nest is a transition into the past with etched transparent glass depictions of the institution’s past names: what Keens calls an ethereal space of time past. All of these sections rest on a long, swirled-glass, undulating tendril, reflecting the linear flow of time. It is a tangible image of history, prestige, formality, creativity, innovation, and the uniqueness of UTA.

Each academic unit designates a commencement marshal who will carry the mace at the head of the processional, symbolizing the official nature of the event. When the processional reaches the platform, the mace will be placed at the right of the podium as a visual reminder of the history of this traditional academic ceremony. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the marshal will retrieve the mace from its holder and carry it at the head of the recessional. Following today’s ceremony, the mace will be displayed in the Office of the President until the next commencement.

Academic Dress

The tradition of the academic costume apparently began during the 12th or 13th century in early European universities. At that time, the clergy composed the majority of the educated class, so academic dress is an adaptation of the cape or mantle—usually made of silk or wool—worn by church dignitaries in religious processions.

Through the years, great diversity in color and in style of cap, gown, and hood developed. In 1896, the colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Today, the black gown, hood, and mortar board worn by the graduates in most institutions follow this code. Most universities do not use the hood for those graduates receiving bachelor’s degrees.

While it is not apparent to the casual observer, the gowns worn by the recipients of the various degrees vary somewhat in design. The sleeves of the gowns worn by the baccalaureate candidates are long and pointed, while the sleeves of the gowns worn by the master’s degree recipients are square at one end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown has flowing sleeves with three bars of velvet and a facing of velvet on the front of the gown.

Colors used on the hoods serve as identification for the degree. The hood of the doctoral candidate differs in design from that of the master’s as it has side panels and is slightly longer. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The Oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortar board, is black and has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. The tassel is usually worn over the left of the cap. The color of the tassel on the cap indicates the degree.

The Academic Colors

| Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs | Peacock Blue |
| Arts and Letters | White |
| Business Administration | Drab |
| Division of Student Success | Orange, Blue, and White |
| Education | Light Blue |
| Engineering | Orange |
| Kinesiology | Sage |
| Nursing | Apricot |
| Science | Yellow |
| Social Work | Citron |
Alma Mater
Composed by George B. Chave
Lyrics by Mary Von Zuben, Iva Nell Bennett

Dear School we love, You are our Alma Mater, And through the years, Our faith we shall proclaim. We are each one, A loyal son or daughter, Our song of praise, Shall glorify your name. Dear School we love, Forever Arlington forever Arlington.